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Abstract
Scientists today are engaging in public debates about controversial topics. The media is
generally the forum for these debates. This is one element of the changing culture of
science in relation to public communications.

When scientists engage in society and politics through public debates, they are exposed to
views and judgements about their professional status from their colleagues, research
institutions and the public. Scientists are also necessarily enmeshed with the workings of
the media and journalists, who may affect their involvement in public debates.

This study examines a case of scientists' media comments about a contentious public issue
to discover how these activities currently fit within the contemporary culture of science. It
found that this area of science communications is rapidly evolving and subject to a range of
views from within and outside science about the rights and wrongs of scientist involvement
in public debates.

Underpinning this range of views is the finding that there are no professional standards,
norms, or codes of conduct, that broadly apply to the scientific profession, in relation to
participation in public debates. The scientists involved in the case study did not, therefore,
refer to any particular scientific professional standards, beyond the policies of their own
research institutions, when becoming involved in media coverage of the debate.

The research found that while the scientific community broadly accepts they have a social
responsibility to participate in society, the mode of involvement is more controversial,
particularly when it comes to involvement in public debates. Scientists' relationship with
the media was found to have both positive and negative influences on the willingness,
capacity and scope for scientists to be active participants in public debates.

This study found that the general public also expressed mixed views about scientists' media
comments in the context of a public debate. On the other hand, research institutions are
giving, or attempting to give their employed scientists clear directions on the appropriate
circumstances for them to engage in public debates.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
The culture o f science is undergoing rapid change in the twenty-first century.

The way

scientists communicate with the public is a key element of the changes facing the scientific
profession. The time has passed when scientists only published their research findings in
peer-reviewed journals, and participated in debates with other scientists. Scientists, to
varying degrees, are now important players in the broader social milieu.

This study focuses on a revelatory case o f scientists participating in a public debate, outside
o f the conventions of the scientific community and as part of broader society and politics.
In 2004 a number of scientists made public comments through the media about
environmental issues associated with the construction of a proposed road in Canberra,
Australian Capital Territory. They presented scientific opinions and information to the
public, as part of the debate about the Gungahlin Drive Extension road. This study is an
exploration of the changing culture of science through this contemporary Australian
example o f scientists involved in a media-based public debate.

The case study is an example o f the shifting character of scientists' relationships with
society and with political processes. These changes are generating pressure for renewal of
scientific professional norms and ethics. The seventeenth century scientists of the Royal
Society who first established standards for scientific practice (Salomon, 1973) could not
have imagined the complex and communicative world within which scientists now work.
The basic principles established four hundred years ago are still applied in some form,
although recent debates have not led to clear guidelines for professional scientists.
Questions have been raised about whether the scientific profession exists as an entity
(Salomon, 1973), and whether broad codes o f practice should be applied to all scientists
( U N E S C O , 2007; Gibbons, 1999).

Today scientific organisations are undertaking policy reviews of ethical standards and
codes o f practice for science to keep pace with the changing position of science in society.
I

Peak international scientific bodies such as the International Council o f Scientific Unions
(ICSU) and The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO), are actively considering their policies (SCRES, 2002; UNESCO, 2006).
Communications with the public are a key component o f these policy development efforts.

The role of scientists in society and politics could be seen, in part, as the external version o f
scientific codes o f practice that apply to the internal world o f scientific research. Modem
scientists are assigned broad social responsibilities (Resnik, 1998; SCRES, 2002;
U N E S C O , 1999a). Many scientists are no longer focused only on activities within their
research institutions and are keenly involved in political processes such as providing direct
policy advice to governments and contributing scientific information and perspectives to
political debates (May, 2001; U N E S C O , 1999b). Scientists themselves and other sectors o f
society are attempting to characterise and redefine the role of scientists in these
circumstances. The Canberra road case study is one instance o f a situation where scientists
have entered the political fray and members of the public expressed views on their role.

Interactions with the media are one of the key ways in which scientists relate to and engage
in society and politics. Recently a number of Australian environmental scientists have
disregarded long-standing conventions such as only speaking publicly when announcing
research results that have been published in peer-reviewed journals. They have used the
media to present scientific information and opinions, in the context of public debates about
controversial environmental issues (Cullen, 2004; Hodge, 2003; Thom, 2004). Two
examples, the Wentworth Group o f Concerned Scientists and scientist involvement in the
debate about the state o f the Great Barrier Reef are included in this study to provide
Australian context for the case study about the proposed Gungahlin Drive Extension road in
Canberra.

Research Problem
The culture of science is changing and the multifaceted role of professional scientist is
changing with it. One o f the roles of scientists is to undertake public communications and
these communications are sometimes undertaken in the context of public debates.
Scientists today may be facing a state o f confusion in terms of where participation in public

debates fits within standards for the scientific profession, and the expectations and opinions
of those outside science.

Research Questions
The changing cuhure of science in Australia, in relation to communicating with the public,
will be explored through the following questions.
1. Is there a scientific professional standard or norm relating to scientists engaging in
public debates in Australia?
2. Do scientists have a clear position in Australian society and politics when they are
participants in public debates?
3. is scientists' involvement in public debates affected by their relationship with the
media?
4. What are the views and understandings of scientists, research institutions and the
public on these matters?

Method
This research is based around one primary case study. The case study is focused on
scientist involvement in media coverage of the public debate about a proposed road
development in Canberra. In 2004 a number of scientists made public comments about the
Gungahlin Drive Extension road, primarily in The Canberra Times newspaper. They
presented a range of information, research and opinions about the proposed road based on
their scientific expertise and personal views as residents of Canberra.

The case study is based on data gained from interviews with scientists, a journalist and
lobby group spokesperson. It is also based on the media coverage of scientists' comments
and subsequent media comments from people outside the science community.

This research is exploratory and seeks to utilise the case study to discover any themes or
patterns that may be found in the broader context of science's contemporary culture.

Significance and Limitations
This study is significant for the scientific profession; science communicators;
environmental lobby groups; and media, including journalists, who use scientists as sources
for stories. The engagement of the Canberra community in the case study, as demonstrated
through letters to the editor and participation in lobbying events, indicates there is a level of
general public interest in these issues.

The local nature o f the case study limits the generality of findings to some extent. Despite
this, the Canberra-based case study incorporates metropolitan media, many o f Australia's
leading scientific research institutions and scientists, and a contemporary example of public
debate about an environmental controversy, so it is likely that the findings are generalisable
to other areas of Australia. This degree of applicability is tempered by the fact that a case
study in Canberra must also reflect the somewhat unusual socio-economic characteristics o f
the city when compared to other Australian metropolitan cities: for example, a population
with proportionally higher levels o f tertiary education, average incomes, and employment
in science and research. These characteristics may skew the nature of the public debate
about an environmental controversy that forms the basis o f the case study.

Study Overview
Chapter Two is a review of related literature that provides background to, and a snapshot
of, the rapidly changing culture o f science in the 21st century, in relation to scientists
communicating with the public through the media in the context o f public debates. It both
frames and orients the case study of scientist-media-society interactions within a public
debate about a contentious environmental issue. The literature is not intended to guide or
direct the case study, but to aid in identifying patterns or themes that may emerge from the
case study.

Chapter Three describes the research methodology for this study. The research
methodology is based around one primary case study, such that the science communication
issues are investigated through a contemporary example within its real life context.
Multiple sources of information, including semi-structured interviews, media data and a
review o f contemporary literature support the case study.

Chapter Four presents the data and research findings from the case study, gained through
interviews with a sample of individuals that comprise the key players: scientists,
journalists, and lobby groups. The data is also made up of examples of the media coverage
that forms the basis of the case study.

Chapter Five contains conclusions and recommendations. It places the research findings in
the context of the literature in order to determine any generalisations, concepts or
hypotheses that emerge from the case study data.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This review of related literature provides the background to, and a snapshot of, the rapidly
changing culture of science in the 2 r ' century, in relation to scientists communicating with
the public, through the media, as participants in public debates, it both frames and orients
the case study of scientist, public and media interactions about a contentious environmental
issue. The literature is not intended to guide or direct the case study, but to aid in
identifying patterns or themes that may emerge from the case study.

Four broad areas of literature, all closely related, are reviewed as background to this study.
The scientific profession's evolving culture and standards is reviewed to understand how
current practices have developed over time. The role of scientists in society and politics is
explored from three perspectives: their social responsibility, their position in political
debate, and how scientists are characterised when engaging in public debates. This seeks to
develop an appreciation of the way in which scientists connect with the world outside of
research institutions, as a particular element of the current culture of science. Literature
addressing scientists and the media is reviewed as both the case study and the majority of
other instances of scientist interactions with the public take place through the media.

Literature focused on some recent Australian examples of scientists commenting on
environmental issues in the media has also been included as context for the case study,
being The Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists and debate about the state of the
Great Barrier Reef. The Australian context is further explored through literature on
examples of scientific institutions' policies that have made scientific public comment a
topical issue in Australia in recent times.

T h e scientific profession's evolving culture and standards
While this study is focused on a relatively narrow component of professional scientific
culture and standards, that is, public communication in the context of a public debate about
an environmental controversy, it is worth considering briefly the broader context of
scientific cultural change within which this sits.
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The gentlemen who founded the Royal Society established standards for scientific practice
in the 17th century. Robert Hooke said members of the Society were 'not to meddle with
Theology, Metaphysicks, Morals, Politicks, Grammar, Rhetoric or Logick' (Hooke quoted
in Salomon 1973 p. 151). This was the time when science was emancipating itself from the
dogmas of philosophies and religions. These precepts formed the basis of modern scientific
professional culture.

There have since been many attempts to formulate the internal code that governs the way
scientists do their work. Perhaps the most famous was first put forward by Robert Merton
in 1942. Merton (1973, pp. 270-278) summarised the "ethos of science" through four
"institutional imperatives" or norms:
1. Universalism - personal or social attributes of scientists, nor political factors, play
no role in judging scientific claims
2.

Communism - scientific knowledge as common property amongst scientists, shared
through full and open communication

3.

Disinterestedness - scientists undertaking science to advance scientific knowledge,
not for personal motivations

4. Organized skepticism - suspension of judgement about new scientific claims until
sufficient evidence is produced.

M e r t o n ' s ideas have been debated, modified and expanded by later researchers (for
example, Zuckerman, 1988; Resnik, 1998; Hagstrom, 1965). While there has never been
consensus on such prescriptions for the profession of science, the values underpinning
Merton's norms have been widely accepted by scientists until recent times.

Of Merton's four norms. Communism and Disinterestedness are the most pertinent to this
study, as they are related to public communications by scientists and consideration of their
degree of 'interestedness' in a public issue that extends beyond their endeavours to advance
scientific knowledge.

In relation to communication, Merton (1968, p. 59) wrote that "Science is public, not
private", and that "science is a socially shared and socially validated body of knowledge".
7

Merton did not mean knowledge shared amongst the whole o f society, only amongst other
scientists, so this norm was very much part o f the internal code o f scientific practice.
Hagstrom (1965, p. 34) suggested that scientists who did communicate outside of the
scientific community, by making "contributions to the lay public" were at risk that such
"popularizations sometimes appear to reduce a man's prestige within science", whereas
recognition and the value o f scientists work is sought and awarded through publication in
scientific periodicals (Hagstrom 1965, p. 210). These views about internal and external
communications continue to be debated to this day.

In relation to disinterestedness, current discussion has been focused on the necessity and
ability o f scientists to separate personal values and opinions from facts and objective
analysis that advance scientific knowledge. A number o f researchers have characterised
this issue as one o f separating the roles o f scientist, working within the scientific
community, and citizen, existing in society as a whole. These issues are considered in more
detail in the following section on Scientists in Society and Politics.

There are still attempts to develop scientific professional codes of practice along similar
lines, despite claims by social researchers such as Nowotny, Scott and Gibbons (2001, p.
241) who state that "the Mertonian norms...are now largely an anachronism". The United
Kingdom Government recently formulated a Code of Practice for Scientific Advisory
Committees (Office of Science and Technology UK, 2001) that is based on the
Government's Seven Principles o f Public Life (the Nolan Principles) applied to the public
service. Sir Robert May, President o f the Royal Society from 2000-2005, sees these
principles as equally applicable to publicly funded scientists (May, 2003). The Nolan
Principles entail:
•

selflessness (decide solely in the public interest);

•

integrity (avoid obligations to external individuals or organisations);

•

objectivity (make choices on merit);

•

accountability (submit to scrutiny);

•

openness (give reasons for decisions and restrict information rarely);

•

honesty (declare any private interests); and

•

leadership (support these principles by example).

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation ( U N E S C O ) has also
been working towards internationally agreed standards and codes for the practice o f
science, in 1999 U N E S C O ' s World Conference on Science issued a "Declaration on
Science and the Use o f Scientific Knowledge" which included a section on 'Science in
society and science for society'. Specifically, clause 41 declared " A l l scientists should
commit themselves to high ethical standards, and a code o f ethics based on relevant norms
enshrined in international human rights instruments should be established for scientific
professions" ( U N E S C O , 1999a). This statement acknowledged that at the time, no
internationally agreed and broadly applicable code o f ethics existed for scientific
professions.

The Conference's "Science Agenda - Framework for Action" (Part 3.2, Clause 71) tasked
U N E S C O ' s World Commission on the Ethics o f Scientific Knowledge and Technology
( C O M E S T ) , in co-operation with the international Council o f Scientific Unions' Standing
Committee on Responsibility and Ethics o f Sciences ( S C R E S ) with responsibility to follow
up on these issues ( U N E S C O , 1999b). in 2006 C O M E S T made recommendations to the
U N E S C O Director-General about developing a Code o f Conduct for Scientists that only
goes as far as supporting more policy development work, with the minutes recording
"Further international reflections and consultations should be carried out and fostered in
order to identify a general ethical framework to guide scientific activity..." ( U N E S C O ,
2006).

C O M E S T is currently reflecting on whether an ethics-based code o f conduct for science is
still relevant ( U N E S C O , 2007).
It might be, for example, interesting to explore how is the relevancy today of the
universalism that has been determinative for the development of academic science
(Bemal, Merton, emphasizing the scientific community as a universal one, with
science as a profession committed to basic values). Today, however, trust in
science has diminished and the demarcations between science and other activities
have been obliterated.
Given the uncertainty about the basic values involved in science, we are confronted
with a paradox: there is a growing need to develop a code of conduct but at the
same time there is a lack of clarity about what such a code will imply. Developing a
code will therefore not merely be a matter of identifying which values are intrinsic
in science. It will also be a matter of negotiation aimed at creating new perspectives

of trust in relation to society. The basic values of science at least need to be
connected with the notion of social responsibility and accountability.

U N E S C O ' s policy-makers are not the only ones to have recently questioned the
appropriateness o f scientific codes of practice. Others argue that prescriptive lists of
norms, principles, ethics, values or whichever descriptor is applied, are not longer relevant.
Gibbons (1999, p. C83) observes that "the epistemological core of science has, over time,
become crowded with norms and practices that cannot easily be reduced to a single generic
methodology, or, more broadly, to privileged cultures of scientific inquiry." Others
contend that "Current norms are improvised, diverse, volatile and at times contradictory"
(Nowotny et al 2001, p. 241).

The attempts to define scientific codes o f practice are based on the premise that "the
scientific profession" exists. Such a concept is supported by definitions o f professional
ethics such as "the special rules o f conduct adhered to by those engaged in pursuits
ordinarily called professions, such as law, medicine, engineering and science" (Kovac,
1996, p. 1). Many have reservations about whether such definitions are appropriate for
science and scientists. Salomon questioned "the idea o f the "scientific community" [which]
calls up the picture of a professional group united by the similarity o f its intellectual
interests and the norms by which it is guided" (Salomon, 1973, p. 166). He described
scientists as "an ambiguous species because it is difficult to determine who represents them
and who speaks in their name" (Salomon, 1973, p. 166).

Gibbons et al (1994), described changes to the profession of science in terms of the way
knowledge is produced, as Mode I and Mode 2. Mode 1 is where knowledge is produced
in accordance with the ideas, values, methods and norms o f traditional scientific practice, in
an academic context characterised by homogeneity. Mode 2 knowledge production is more
socially accountable and involves "the mixing of norms and values in different segments o f
society" (Gibbons et al, 1994, p. 37). Mode 1 science is alive and well, especially in
universities, while knowledge production in Mode 2 society is still developing (Nowotny et
al,2001,p. 242).
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Environmental organisations, such as those involved in the case study that is the focus o f
this research, are presented as an example o f where Mode 2 forms of knowledge production
can occur. Such organisations can be places where boundaries diffuse - crossing
disciplinary lines and involving public, private and scientific interests, people, resources
and powers (Gibbons et al, 1994, p. 37). Kovac's explanation about a profession and its
associated ethics having two components is also useful, regardless o f the arguments about
whether or not a scientific profession or scientific community actually exists. The internal
code o f practice governs the interactions amongst professionals (such as the Mertonian
norms), and the external code governs the interactions between professionals and society
(Kovac, 1996, p. 1). For this study, much of the internal code o f science that relates to
scientific methods and modes of inquiry is less relevant than elements of the external code.

It is the external code o f science that is also the focus o f current debate, given the changing
relationship between science and society. The International Council o f Scientific Unions'
Standing Committee for Responsibility and Ethics of Sciences (SCRES) described this as
the ethics o f science taking "the step from a micro-ethics within the internal bounds of the
scientific community to a macro-ethics of an interaction between science and society"
(SCRES, 2002, p. 12). What is clear is that the ethics and norms that underpin the
scientific profession have changed over time, and continue to evolve. Perhaps this is
simply common sense, as scientific institutions, scientists and the nature o f their research
are entirely different entities from the early days of the Royal Society. Tesh summed it up
eloquently by saying " I f science reflects the culture in which scientists live, then as cultures
change so should science" (Tesh, 2000, p. 78).

The literature suggests that there is no broadly accepted scientific professional standard or
norm relating to scientists engaging in public debates. This is supported by SCRES, who
found that "Comparatively few standards o f ethics in science are explicit about possible
conflicts o f roles or interests that individual scientists may be subjected to" in their analysis
of 115 published ethical standards for science (SCRES, 2002, p. 12). Scientists'
participation in public debates is an activity that could be seen to easily fit into a definition
o f conflicts of roles or interests.

Summary
Attempts to define and establish scientific ethics and standards, as components of scientific
culture, have been made over the last four hundred years and continue today. These
precepts have not specifically addressed the role of scientists in public debates, but have
developed in relation to scientists' external communications. The scientific norms that
apply to external communications are about the way scientists relate to society. These
broader relationships between scientists and society and politics are considered in the next
section.

Scientists in society and politics
Scientists' responsibility and relationship to society, and their role in politics, policy
development and associated public debates, have been considered from a range of
theoretical and disciplinary viewpoints. Researchers from across the environmental
sciences, and other disciplines, have issued and debated calls for scientists to become
engaged or more engaged in society and politics. The discussion below focuses, where
possible, on instances in the literature where these issues have been argued with respect to
environmental issues and/or scientists communicating with public through the media in
order to maximise relevance to the case study that is the focus of this research.

Social responsibility of scientists
The analysis of existing standards for ethics and responsibility in science undertaken by the
international Council of Scientific Unions' Standing Committee for Responsibility and
Ethics of Sciences (SCRES) found that "most of the standards express social responsibility
as well as environmental responsibility (including sustainable development) as primary
goals and values for the scientific enterprise" (SCRES, 2002, p. 11-12).

Social responsibility is one of the standards of ethical conduct for the scientific profession
proposed by Resnik (1998). He argues that scientists have responsibilities to society that
include participation in public debates. But Resnik cautions that "...this duty should be
carried out with discretion. Scientists should not disclose information prematurely;
information should be validated by other scientists through the peer review process before
it is disclosed publicly" (Resnik, 1998, p. 64). Despite such proposed professional
12

standards, there is "a growing willingness by many scientists, often out of heartfelt
conviction, to speak outside the confines of peer review and the restrictions placed on them
by the mainstream scientific journals" (Fray, 2003).

The 1999 U N E S C O Framework for Action charges scientists with a responsibility to be
involved in government decisions. "Scientific advice is an increasingly necessary factor for
informed policy-making in a complex word. Therefore, scientists and scientific bodies
should consider it an important responsibility to provide independent advice to the best of
their knowledge" (Clause 62 in U N E S C O , 1999b). Fleishman has questioned how far
scientists' social responsibility to provide policy advice extends. She says conservation
biologists are familiar with the quandary "what is the extent o f our responsibility to provide
decision-makers with information versus that of our responsibility to suggest how policy
might be adjusted in response to that knowledge" (Fleishman, 2002, p. 1452).

Geographers continue to beseech their colleagues not to restrict their efforts to academia,
but to engage in political activism in the communities in which they live as a retlection o f
their responsibility to contribute to the wider societies o f which they are part (Blomley,
1995; Tickell, 1995). Blomley proposes a number o f reasons why academic geographers
continue to avoid involvement in political activism. He suggests that academics may be
"self-silencing" as they "embrace a postmodern humility, and caution against speaking for
the Other", based on concerns about "academic colonization o f community life". Blomley
(1994, p. 385) asks whether scientists are willing to take a risk to engage politically
"...given an institutional system that rewards docility and obedience?"

Eagan (2001) says scientists have a "responsibility....to diffuse often divisive debates
fuelled by misinformation by presenting research findings that help the public understand
the science behind the issues". This is one of many statements from scientists who agree
that "The world needs a few more scientists who are prepared to confront pseudoscience
and zealotry... in the name of keeping the public informed" (O'Neill, 1992, p. 236).

Recently a number o f researchers from various scientific and social science disciplines have
attempted to characterise the changing relationship between society and science, including
the social responsibility of scientists. Gibbons (1999) and Lubchenco (1998) have described
13

changes in terms of a "new social contract" between science and society. Lubchenco
considers that the changes are being driven by the need to address urgent environmental
challenges in the twenty-first century. She proposes that a new social contract for science
should be predicated on the assumptions that scientists will:
(i)

address the most urgent needs of society

(ii)

communicate their knowledge and understanding widely in order to inform
decisions of individuals and institutions

(iii)

exercise good judgement, wisdom and humility (Lubchenco, 1998, p. 495).

Lubchenco calls for scientists to "...communicate the certainties and uncertainties and
seriousness of different environmental or social problems, providing alternatives to address
them, and educating citizens about the issues" (Lubchenco, 1998, p. 495).

These ideas are reinforced by the 1999 UNESCO Declaration on Science and the use of
Scientific Knowledge that is peppered with broad statements about the social responsibility
of science and scientists. For example, "The social responsibility of scientists requires that
they maintain high standards of scientific integrity and quality control, share their
knowledge, communicate with the public and educate the younger generation" (Clause 41
in UNESCO, 1999a, p. 6).

The literature suggests that it may be clear to most scientists that their position implies a
degree of social responsibility. There may even be broad acceptance that scientists have
some degree of social responsibility to engage in discussions beyond the walls of academic
institutions. It is the extent and application of these responsibilities that is less clear from
the literature, possibly because the debates that are necessary to achieve some clarity on
these issues have only commenced in relatively recent times.

S c i e n c e and political debate
Scientists could be seen to be caught between the proverbial rock and a hard place, in
relation to engaging in political debates. On the one hand they are commonly criticised for
being too removed from the real world, not providing solutions to problems and not joining
the political process. Yet when they do engage in political debates, they are accused of loss
of objectivity and bias, may be perceived to have a political agenda and lose their
credibility (Rykiel, 2001). Fray (2003) describes the dilemma facing modem science as
14

one o f performing an "increasingly difficult balancing act between informing the public and
being a bastion o f truth".

Weber and Word (2001) point out that while scientific perspectives are indispensable to
public dialogue, in the public arena science is only one voice amongst many with a variety
o f claims to certainty, credibility and influence. Communications from scientists will be
evaluated by the public through frames o f reference familiar to them, such as advertising,
political campaigning and other contexts o f advocacy. In this way, "Despite what a
researcher hopes or intends, compelling data become 'alleged facts', qualified statements
become 'certain'". The public will consider the information, "interpret it according to their
interests and see it as an attempt to influence them." (Weber and Word, 2001, p. 493).

Gibbons similarly places scientist participation in politics into the broader space o f public
communications. He relates the new social contract between science and society to one
that "will be based on the joint production o f knowledge by science and society" Gibbons
(1999, p. C84). The current contract assumed science communicated to society. N o w
society can 'speak back' to science, such that scientists are no longer cloistered in their
institutional locations, but have moved into the "'agora' - the public space in which both
'science meets the public' and the public 'speaks back' to science" (Gibbons, 1999, p.
C83). The media play a key role in this public space.

Politically charged scenarios put pressure on the communication skills o f scientists when
they engage in public debate. Many scientists will avoid such debates for a feared or
known inability to ensure their messages will be interpreted in the way they intend,
especially when filtered through the media. Lees (1999, p. 381-382) points out that
Although as academics we consider ourselves to be 'experts' at speaking publicly,
for most of us our main experience has been in speaking to students and our peers;
in short, to people 'in here'. Most of us have not learned, as have, for example,
politicians, how to speak 'out there'.

The difficulties and risks faced by scientists in terms o f public perception o f their
involvement in public debates is well summed up by Pielke (2004, p. 405-406)
From the perspective of the public or policy makers, scientific debate and political
debate on many environmental issues already have become indistinguishable...In
many instances science, particularly environmental science, has become little more
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than a mechanism of marketing competing political agendas, and scientists have
become the leading members of the advertising campaigns.

Nelkin agrees that "political values and scientific facts become difficult to distinguish"
(Nelkin, 1982, p. 278) in many cases o f environmental controversy, where there is seldom
conclusive evidence to reach definitive resolutions. In these cases "power hinges on the
ability to manipulate knowledge, to challenge the evidence presented to support particular
policies, and technical expertise becomes a resource to be exploited by all parties to justify
their political and economic views" (Nelkin, 1982, p. 278).

These analyses suggest that the public are left in a difficult position in terms o f interpreting
the arguments and information presented to them, generally through the media, in relation
to environmental issues. Media consumers are faced with the challenge o f separating facts
and values, the difference between objective and subjective probability, efficiency versus
equity considerations and conservation o f nature versus economic development trade-offs.
Citizens need a high level o f environmental and scientific literacy to evaluate the credibility
o f conflicting claims, and to "begin to pick a scientific signal out o f the political noise"
(Schneider, 2000, p. 118-119).

This mixing o f science and politics has led to questions about the core values o f
science such as objectivity, thus undermining the social position o f scientists and
their profession and the authority o f scientific expertise. For example, Irwin "found
widespread skepticism about the notion o f science as 'objective knowledge' whilst objectivity may exist in the abstract (suggesting a high status for science),
within loaded social situations science was seen as above all serving social
interests" (Irwin, 1995, p. 107). Resnik (1998, p. 149) agrees that
When scientists are asked to give professional opinions, the public expects that they
will give an unbiased, objective assessment of the facts. Scientists who abandon
this role betray the public's trust and can undermine the public's support for
science. Although the public wants scientists to be socially responsible, people
may react negatively to scientists who advance their own political agendas while
answering requests for professional expertise.

Not everyone sees only risks for negative outcomes when scientists engage in
political debates. Others have a more positive view o f the possible outcomes.
Armed with a skillful communication approach, scientists do not always have to be
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seen as part of the adversarial nature of political debate. "Science might defuse
political debate (and gridlock) by contributing to identification of choices not seen
and paths not taken, rather than just adding ammunition to opposing sides
entrenched in political battle" (Pielke, 2004, p. 414).

The current President of the Royal Society, Lord Rees of Ludlow, agrees that
scientists could play a role in improving the quality of political debates.
It would surely be good if individual scientists - with views spanning the entire
political and philosophical spectrum - became more engaged with the media and
political fora. They'd bring different viewpoints to bear, but would raise debate
above the level of tabloid slogans (Rees, 2006).
The literature indicates that the role of scientists in political debates attracts a range
of views about the appropriateness of scientists' participation, from both inside and
outside of science. There are challenges for scientists, when engaged in politics, to
retain their actual and perceived objectivity; and challenges for non-scientists to
understand and appropriately value the scientists' contribution.
Characterising the role of scientists in public debates
The role of scientists in public debates has been characterised by social
commentators in many different ways. Their status and their position in debates
continue to be hotly contested within the scientific profession and the broader
community. For example. Lord May of Oxford, former President of the Royal
Society, places scientists as vital but equal status player in the political milieu,
"...science has no special voice in [such] democratic debates about values. But
science does serve a crucial function in painting the landscape of facts and
uncertainties against which [such] societal debates take place' (May, 2001).

Scientists are necessarily also citizens, but questions about the distinction between
the roles arise when scientists engage in public debates. "These roles may create
conflicting obligations: professional scientists should strive for objectivity, honesty
and openness, but citizens are free to express subjective opinions, to speculate, and
to manipulate information in order to advance their social and political agendas"
(Resnik, 1998, p. 148).
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The challenge presented to scientists by the dual roles of professional scientist and
citizen is not so much in understanding the distinction, but in operationalising it.
Resnik (1998, p. 150) contends that "Some scientists may have such strong personal
interests in some public issues that they cannot separate the roles of citizen and
scientist successfully." Even if they can separate the roles within themselves, it can
be difficult to ensure the public, and the media, understand when they are speaking
as citizens and when they are speaking as scientists. There are ample opportunities
for misinterpretation by error or design on the part o f the audience for
communications by a seemingly well-defined scientist or citizen. Others do not see
any tension between the different roles o f scientists. For example, Serageldin says
"I would like to make a call to action to scientists, both as scientists and as citizens,
to engage with the public... We need scientists involved in public debate more than
ever" (Serageldin, quoted in A A A S , 2005, p. 19).

Many have attempted to address the issues around scientists who also act as
advocates in public debates, both deliberately and openly or through ignorance or
stealth. Schneider (2000) asks "Is the scientist-advocate an oxymoron?" He
concludes that the scientist-advocate is not necessarily an oxymoron but hard work
is required to "separate out the factual from the value components of a debate"
(Schneider, 2000, p. 116). Others see it as more clear cut, for example "An attempt
by the scientist to simultaneously be a science information provider and a position
advocate is an inherent conflict of interest" (Mills cited in Pielke, 2004, p. 413)

There is a common assertion that scientists who are also advocates undermine the
reputation o f the scientific profession.
We have learned that the scientist-advocate, on either side of such a debate, is
likely to be more advocate than scientist and this has unfavourably altered the
public view of both the nature of the scientific endeavour and the personal
attributes of scientists. (Handler cited in Pielke, 2004, p. 413).
Despite this, "Many scientists today have no qualms about using their credentials to
advocate their values" (Rykiel, 2001, p. 434).
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Environmental scientists, across disciplines such as biology and ecology, are frequently
called upon by activists to advocate for environmental causes (Rykiel, 2001, p. 433). When
scientists do support environmental causes, they are seen by some to be both scientists and
environmental activists (Resnik, 1998, p. 149). Again, this has drawn criticism from some
sectors o f society. For example, in Australia, Marohasy sees research institutions as having
responsibility to "untangle science from environmental advocacy" (Marohasy, 2004, p. 10).
She charges environmental scientists with "...operating well below the standards of
accountability that have been established and are enforced for other sectors [of science]",
and calls for reform "to take the environmentalism out o f science" (Marohasy, 2004, p. 11).

While these assessments of scientists as environmental activists are scattered through the
current literature, there has been little specific analysis of how the two roles are perceived
within public and professional scientific spheres. For example, Frickel notes that
"environmental social science research has relatively little to say about the nature o f
scientist activism as a specialized form o f environmental struggle" and that "the roles o f
scientists...have been undertheorized" (Frickel, 2004, p. 360).

Scientists are by definition accepted as having expertise or being experts in their particular
fields, so the roles of scientist and expert are not seen as requiring differentiation. The way
scientific expertise is utilised outside of research institutions, particularly in the case of
environmental issues, is the subject o f debate. For example, Nelkin argues that protest
groups exploit technical expertise as "one more weapon in a political arsenal" (Nelkin,
1982, p. 278). Couch and Kroll-Smith (1997) contend that prior to the 1970s, experts
(including scientists) were separated from the rest of society by their methods and
laboratories, and used rational knowledge to present views to the outside world. Social
movements (including environmental movements) relied on "ethical and moral, not
scientific, appeals to lobby for change" (Couch and Kroll-Smith, 1997, p. 186).
Environmental disasters o f the 1970s onwards (e.g. Love Canal, Bhopal, Chernobyl, Exxon
Valdez) have brought the two worlds together. More recently, contemporary
environmental grassroots movements are "removing...expertise from their traditional
jurisdictions and transforming them into local resources for popular protest" (Couch and
Kroll-Smith, 1997, p. 185). The combination of traditional populism with technical
vernaculars can make particularly persuasive claims. In this way, environmental groups are
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capitalising on the assumed authority and reputation of science and scientists. Despite the
possible erosive forces on their reputation, as discussed above, Yearly argues that "In
modem Western societies it is accepted that wildlife and the natural environment need
advocates; scientific expertise has emerged as the form of advocacy which commands the
greatest legitimacy." (Yearly, 1996, p. 186-187)

Many labels are assigned to scientists when they engage in public debates. Depending on
the viewpoint of the observer, they are citizens, experts, advocates, activists, or simply
scientists.

Regardless of labels, their role in society is also seen from a broad range of

perspectives from being a necessary part of their social responsibility as scientists, to a
risky path to eroding scientific credibility. The literature suggests that the range of
opinions about scientist involvement in society and politics is not consistent within or
between broad groupings of scientists, scientific representative bodies, research
organisations, or the public. Where scientists fit in society and politics when they are
participants in public debates may depend on the particular circumstances of the debate.

Summary
The social responsibility of scientists is an accepted, albeit ill-defined, part of their
professional role. The participation of scientists in political debates is less clear cut in
terms of how it fits within the scientific profession. Scientists are characterised in a range
of ways when they take part in public debates. These characterisations are determined, in
part, by the way in which they appear in the media and the consequent audience response.
Scientists' relationship with the media is considered in the next section.

Science and the media
Scientists' interactions with the public, through the media, can be examined from a number
of theoretical perspectives. There is a great deal of literature on scientists and the media,
scientists and journalists, and the problems the various parties face when providing science
information to the public. Some of this is relevant to this study, although the majority
relates to cases where scientists want to communicate their research findings to the public
in a neutral context, that is, unaffected by a current or controversial public issue.
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The barriers between scientists and journalists represented by communication styles will
always exist. Journalists communicate in a news language that is "immediate, positive and
active" and scientists communicate in language that is "measured and passive" (Gregory
and Miller, 1998, p. 116). News stories comprising a lead, body and tail are the antithesis
o f scientific journal articles (Spinks, 2001, p. 163). In order to meet the demands o f their
editors and the need to engage the audience, journalists must develop a catchy 'angle' for
their stories and cannot include the details, qualifiers and recognition of research teams that
scientists expect (Reed, 2000). Scientists see this as leading to "excessive brevity, failure
to cite methods, misemphasis, sensationalism and trivialization as well as factual error"
(Mcllwaine, 2001, p. 170). For these reasons, much o f the science establishment retains an
"instinctive suspicion o f journalism" despite most scientists coming around to the idea of
publicising their work (Mcllwaine, 2001).

In some ways, a public debate about a controversial issue breaks down some o f the
communication barriers between scientists and the media. In cases where scientists are
seeking public awareness o f new research findings they are faced with the media's
demands for newsworthiness, wherein science stories are subject to assessment by editorial
arbiters against criteria such as perceived significance to the public and interest to readers.
Editors see many science articles as less newsworthy and lower priority than economics
and politics. In a typical characterisation, one scientist describes journalists as framing
stories around "the four Cs": conflict, contradiction, controversy and colourful language
(Donati, 2001). When scientists engage in a public debate about, for example, a
controversial environmental issue, by highlighting relevant research or providing expert
opinions, journalists and editors may see the newsworthiness o f scientists' comments as
significantly enhanced. There is an opportunity for journalists to include scientists'
comments as an integral part o f the "four Cs".

Cribb and Hartomo (2002, p. 63-64) recognise that many researchers shy away from public
controversy but exhort scientific institutions to take up opportunities to participate in
"public debates that occupy the headlines" in order to demonstrate the value and relevance
o f their work. They also explain that one o f the reasons "many scientists are inclined to
shun engagement in public policy debate [is] out of fear o f having their findings weighed in
the same scale as popular prejudice" (Cribb and Hartomo, 2002, p. 75), and that they find it
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hard to operate in a world where perceptions, represented by popular beliefs rather than
facts, predominate (Cribb and Hartomo, 2002, p. 74). Some scientists shrug off concerns
about engaging in public controversy, where the media is frequently the forum. Metcalfe
(2005) suggests a number of reasons why scientists want to use the media, with the
following applicable to using the media to participate in public debates:
•

to correct misinformation that is in the public domain,

•

to provide information of public interest,

•

to influence attitudes and behaviours, and

•

to influence policies.

Rather than continuing to focus on the differences between scientists and journalists, some
are recognising that there are also similarities. Fleishman (2002) points out that both
scientists and journalists are struggling with objectivity when providing scientific
information to the public. "The challenges of balancing objectivity and opinion and of
engaging an audience without compromising the facts are inherent to both science and
journalism" (Fleishman, 2002, p. 1451). She says that the perception that scientists and
journalists have different operation standards is wrong, and that "each community is trying
to coerce the other into shedding its protective coat of objectivity and crossing the threshold
into advocacy" (Fleishman, 2002, p. 1451).

Another recent angle of research has been the role that sources have played in constructing
environmental agendas presented in the news (Hay and Israel, 2001, p. 116). Again, it has
been an area of rapid change. For example, Anderson (1993) saw environmental pressure
groups prior to the late 1980s competing with 'official' sources, including scientists, to
frame environmental agendas in media coverage. In more recent times she suggests
environment groups have moved from the fringes of debate to become established news
sources. This may particularly be the case where specialist environmental journalists are
involved, who Lowe and Morrison (1984) contend are sympathetic to the cause of
environmental protection and environmentalists tend to regard as allies.

Scientists have been regarded as credible and authoritative sources that are sought by
journalists. Scientists are examples of "people who have been authorised both politically
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and socially to give an account and who have the resources to do so professionally... [they
are] individuals whose accounts are supported by wider interests or organizations." (Hay &
Israel, 2001, p. 119). But this source role has come under fire from critics in relation to
environmental issues. In Australia, Marohasy accuses journalists o f "uncritically copy[ing]
media releases from scientifically well-qualified advocates who use the authority science
can give to an idea to legitimise beliefs that have no basis in observation and tested theory"
(Marohasy, 2004, p. 11).
Summary
Scientists who are involved in media-based public debates may readily gain news coverage,
but must be prepared to face the pressures and communication styles of journalists and the
media. In the context of public debates, scientists also enter the media space in which they
will not be the only source of information and opinion. Existing relationships between
journalists and scientists, and scientists and environmental lobby groups, may facilitate a
smoother path to a scientist's desired media coverage.

Both journalists and scientists, and journalists and environmentalists are in some cases
working together to present environmental issues to the public through the media. In other
cases, scientists, journalists and environmentalists have been engaged in political battles
that form a core part o f the media-based public debate about environmental issues. Two
recent Australian examples, the Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists and debate
about the state of the Great Barrier Reef, outlined below, shed some light on these webs of
relationships that underpin environmental media coverage - an important part o f the context
for the case study that is the focus of this research.

Current Australian contexts
Fifteen years ago Australian zoologist Harry Recher (1992, p. 22) said "any Australian
scientist who has taken a public position or merely provided information on controversial
environmental issues has experienced the jibes and retributions of employers and
colleagues". The following examples indicate that the situation in Australia in the twentyfirst century is less clear cut. There are both detractors and supporters for scientists who
engage in public debates about controversial environmental issues, amongst fellow
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scientists, research institutions, politicians, media commentators and the general public.
The policies of scientific institutions about their scientists' involvement in public debates
have also been subject to recent debate and scrutiny.
T h e Wentworth Group of C o n c e r n e d S c i e n t i s t s

Lubchenco (1998, p. 496), as President of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science commented in 1997 that "scientific assessments from credible groups of
scientists" were "powerful tools in communicating knowledge to inform policy and
management decisions" in relation to environmental issues. The leading example of this in
Australia is the Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists.

In 2002 a group of natural resource scientists met to respond to extensive media coverage
about water management issues in Australia, in particular the radical ideas about
overcoming the drought being promulgated by popular radio commentators. The group felt
that the current public debate lacked input from science, so they were giving the public
another 'voice' to choose from, rather than only the populist views (Williams, 2005). The
initial meeting of the group of scientists who were to become the Wentworth Group was
convened by the environmental lobby group, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).

The Wentworth Group has published two 'Blueprints' on sustainable land and water
management: Blueprint for a Living Continent in November 2002, and Blueprint for a
National Water Plan in July 2003, and one report to the NSW Government: A New Model
for Landscape Conservation in New South Wales in February 2003. One of the Group, the
eminent and influential scientist Professor Peter Cullen, says the Blueprints "were written
to deliver our message to the media and politicians rather than academic elites", in other
words their "aim was to bring our ideas into the public arena where they could be debated"
(Cullen, 2004, p. 3). Another member of the Wentworth Group, Professor Bruce Thom
(2004, p. 394) is also very clear that they "set out to communicate...[and] became a group
of scientists using all the modem tools of mass media to communicate messages quickly to
a variety of audiences".

The use of the media by the Group has been successful through a combination of deliberate
planning and circumstances conducive to media coverage. Their Blueprint statements have
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been deliberately concise, in recognition of how the media functions with short opinion
pieces and news stories. Their initial statement was released through an 'exclusive' via the
three invited journalists present at the first meeting, which generated significant media
interest. The first statement was also seen as engaging in conflict with the ideas proposed
by radio commentator Alan Jones, with conflict being a known stimulator of media interest.
The other factor proposed by Cullen (2004, p. 3) as supporting media interest was "some
mystique surrounding the Group - who were we, why were we speaking out, why were
scientists acting as advocates...?"

The Wentworth Group was very clear about their motivation for engaging in public debate
in relation to what they saw as pressing environmental concerns. "Australia needs to have a
vigorous public discourse about how we manage our land and water, and scientists and
academics funded from the public purse have an obligation to contribute to this discourse"
(Cullen, 2004, p. 1). But the Group apparently had a secondary motivation which was to
encourage cultural change amongst Australian scientists (Cullen, 2004, p. 7).
I hope w e have encouraged the scientific community to bring forward solutions to
the many problems faced by our Nation, in simple and clear ways that can inform
the public. ... Committed and knowledgeable scientists can m a k e a contribution to
public policy if they are prepared to speak out.

The activities of the Wentworth Group have been critiqued in a number of fora including
academic journals, news and opinion pieces in the general media, letters to the editor in
daily newspapers, and statements by politicians. In itself, this suggests that they were
successful in achieving their stated aim of bringing their ideas about land and water
management into public discourse.

Supporters of the Group, such as fellow scientist Nick Reid, said "the Wentworth
Group...have brought a welcome and balanced scientific perspective to the country's most
difficult and important environmental and natural resource issues. The Group has been
very influential at Commonwealth and state level" (University of N e w England, 2003).
Lunney, another scientist, said of the Wentworth Group's first Blueprint: " . . . t w o urgent
problems and three tangible solutions have been identified in 149 words. Brilliant...both
the N S W government and the Commonwealth and other state governments has taken
action...This is an extraordinary success story" (Lunney, 2003, p. 347).
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One of the three journalists who covered the initial statements of the Wentworth Group,
ABC reporter Nick Grimm, won the Australian Museum's Eureka Prize for Environmental
Journalism with his reports on the Group being lauded as having "helped re-direct the
course of the national environmental debate, stimulated governments to re-examine and
amend their environmental polices, and encouraged a new dialogue between
environmentalists, rural landholders and managers, the scientific community and
g o v e m m e n f (Australian Museum Online, 2003).

Of course not everyone agrees with these plaudits. Negative comments ranged from
vitriolic rejections of the Group's ideas and methods, to academic critical analyses of their
proposed solutions to land and water management problems. For example, Paul Weller,
president of the Victorian Farmers Federation, in an opinion piece in a Victorian rural
newspaper, made the following comments about the Wentworth Group's Blueprint for a
National Water Plan (selected quotes from Weller, 2003)
From the opening line "water is fundamental to life" to the last "we must save water
before it costs us the earth", the document is little more than a collection of
motherhood statements.
Do we really need six professors and three doctors of philosophy to feed us drivel
like this?
The blueprint's rhetoric reveals its true intent as a media campaign document, not a
scientific paper...Bearing in mind the Wentworth professors earn their living from
taxpayer-funded research, they have a direct conflict of interest.
A letter to the editor in The Australian newspaper contained the following diatribe
(Lawrence, 2003):
The Wentworth Group must be suffering from soggy brain syndrome...The
eminent subjective scientist group from the CSIRO may also like to comment on
their role in perpetuating some of these myths flowing out of the mouths of the
Wentworth Group, the media and others. A good dose of scientific rigor and
common sense is urgently required by all in this debate. Philip Lawrence, Wee
Waa, NSW.
The Wentworth Group's work stimulated debate amongst politicians, including the then
Federal Minister for Agriculture, Warren Truss, who made adverse comments about the
Wentworth Group's methods (Karvelas, 2003).
The Wentworth Group last week released its blueprint for a national water
plan. ..with a glowing endorsement from National Party leader John Anderson. But
Mr Truss, a Queensland National, said the group had put together its blueprint
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without consulting irrigators and farmers. "If their program or their proposals are
seen to lack balance, then their credibility in this process will be damaged," Mr
Truss said.
Political commentator, Alan Moran, in a public policy magazine, said of the Wentworth
Group's Blueprint for a Living Continent
Although the claims may be put forward by people with scientific and economic
knowledge, this is overwhelmed by their 'commitment to the cause'. Moreover,
the claimants' prescriptions will usually enthrone them as environmental dictators
(Moran, 2002, p. 29).
Lane, McDonald and Morrison (2004), three environmental scientists, published a paper in
Australian

Geographical

Studies, an internationally refereed journal, arguing

.. .that the Group's assertions are, variously, unhelpfully vague, naive to experience
in other countries, and uncluttered by the profound complexities of environmental
govemance in democratic settings; they therefore largely elide the key conceptual
challenges in the management of the Australian landscape. (Lane et al, 2004, p.
104).
Further, while the Group is clearly concemed to give their blueprints the
authoritative stamp of science, the documents are singularly lacking in the use of
the evidentiary mode. (Lane et al, 2004, p. 107).
...the Wentworth Group has produced two profoundly ideological statements
cloaked in the authority of science.. ..the Group boldly presents its case with great
certainty; in its manifesto no shadows of uncertainty can be found. In doing so, the
Group contradicts recent ecological theorising....These observations underscore the
need for a broader, deliberative debate about how to achieve sustainability in
Australia. (Lane et al, 2004, p. 113)
Lunney, m Australian

Zoologist, a refereed scientific journal, also provided a critical set of

comments on the content of the Blueprint, in the "spirit of constructive criticism" in the
normal way of "progress in scientific thinking" (Lunney, 2003, p. 350).

The Group countered some of the scientific criticisms about lack of detail by explaining
that research-level details were not part of their communication strategy.
We could have written a comprehensive treatise, like many others have done, and it
would not have had the impacts of the Wentworth Blueprints which were written to
deliver our message to the media and politicians rather than academic elites.
(Cullen, 2004, p. 3).
Members of the Wentworth Group continue to be active contributors to public debates
about land, water and biodiversity issues in Australia. They are frequently quoted in the
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media and contribute policy papers to government. The Group's long-term influence on the
Australian scientific community, and its scientists' willingness to engage in public debates,
has not yet been studied.
Public (and scientific) d e b a t e about the state of the Great Barrier Reef

Australian scientists have been involved in public debates about a range of environmental
issues in recent years. One example of this is media reports on the debate about the current
condition of the Great Barrier Reef A journalist described media coverage in 2003 about
the state of the Great Barrier Reef as a "scientific battle over the r e e f (Hodge, 2003).
Scientists were as active as cane growers, graziers, government agencies and
environmentalists in debating the state of the Reef in the media.

Nicols (1989, p. 17) contends that "the media tend to want simple stories and in cases of
damage to the environment, readers want quick identification of the c u l p r i f . The culprits
are not obvious in the case of apparent threats to the Reef and this has led to scientists,
journalists and environmental groups becoming the subject of criticism in the media. A
newspaper columnist claims both scientists and journalists writing about the Reef are
captured by "green doomsayers" into becoming "professional alarmists" (Bolt, 2003).
Another critic accused the environmental lobby group. World Wide Fund for Nature
( W W F ) of deliberately aiming to increase its membership by exaggerating scientific claims
of threats to the Reef without citing any published scientific literature (Marohasy and
Johns, 2002).

Potential damage to scientific credibility has occurred through the confessions of a number
of Reef scientists, quoted by journalists in newspaper and magazine articles, that they have
exaggerated research findings on the health of the Reef to secure research funding and gain
political and public attention (Nowak, 2003; Hodge, 2003; Pockley, 2003). One of the
scientists involved in the debate. Miles Pumas of the Australian Institute of Marine
Science, is pragmatic about such exaggerations saying "Science is a human endeavour, just
like politics and journalism, and sometimes they put a spin on i f (quoted in Nowak, 2003,
p. 9). In response, Nowak (2003, p. 10) cautioned "A slight exaggeration by scientists may
get amplified once it has been passed on by the media and environmental groups".
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Ecologist Dr Katharina Fabricius spoke to the media about her research on the Reef before
it was pubHshed in scientific journals and was quite expHcit about her intentions to do so
(di Chiera, 2003; Hodge, 2003). This has drawn criticism from the Australian Institute of
Marine Science who maintain the traditional line that "the proper place for science debate is
in science forums and science publications" (quoted in Hodge, 2003).

The above media coverage may have led to difficulties for the Australian public in
determining science fact from science fiction in relation to the state of the Great Barrier
Reef They were faced with scientists saying the Reef is in good health, while others
predicted its rapid decline. Industry and lobby groups supported either side of the scientific
debate, as appropriate to their causes. And the media could, in the words of Fray (2003) be
said to have played "piggies in the middle". Differences of opinion amongst scientists are a
normal part of the production of high quality scientific research within the academy, but the
general public may not understand or perceive it in the same way. The scientists involved
were at risk of, and were openly accused of, being partisan players in various political
agendas.

Scientific institutions' policies on public c o m m e n t s by scientists
The rights and wrongs of scientists engaging in media-based public debate is a hot topic
within Australian scientific institutions and with those that have an interest in them. Two
policies are discussed below, from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO) and the Australian National University (ANU), as they have most
relevance to the case study that is the focus of this research.

Cribb and Hartomo point out that it makes sense that institutions have basic guidelines on
communicating with the wider world "since the public, government and funding sources
will generally base their impressions of the value of an institution on its collective public
utterances (as distinct from its scientifically published work)" (2002, p. 155). They also
caution that "the imposition of authoritarian rules and restraints on scientists' freedom to
comment publicly can not only cause resentment but may actually backfire if individuals
chose to challenge or ignore them" and that it is better for "researchers to feel they are both
encouraged to communicate, rewarded for doing so and will not be punished or persecuted
if they do it in a considerate way" (2002, p. 161).
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The C S l R O ' s Policy on Public Comment (CSIRO 2004; CSIRO 2006a) has been the
subject of considerable scrutiny in recent years. At the time of the scientist's comments
that are the subject of the case study for this research, the 2004 CSIRO Policy on Public
Comment by Staff Members was applicable. The policy stated up-front that "CSIRO staff
are encouraged to communicate and this policy is designed to facilitate open
communication and informed public debate." The policy went on to set out a number of
'Procedures and Responsibilities' which restricted comments to the media without senior
level permission, prohibited comment on government policy, and cautioned about making
public comment in a private capacity as personal opinions expressed could be considered
representative of CSIRO.

Reactions to that policy were generally negative, both inside CSIRO and to external
observers. In 2005 wildlife biologist Dr Hugh Tyndale-Biscoe used the media to advise the
public about the reasons for his departure fi-om CSIRO saying the organisation "risked
becoming irrelevant and mediocre by curbing scientific independence and the ability of
scientists to engage freely in public debate" (quoted in Beeby, 2005b). CSIRO Chief
Executive Dr Geoff Garrett was quoted as saying, in relation to the public comment policy,
"yes, the whole gagging thing has created some sort of turbulence....! guess there might be
a feeling that no one is allowed to speak" (quoted in Beeby, 2005a). Parsons (2005)
considered the 2004 CSIRO public comment policy had far-reaching implications
.. .for Australians, the loss of free access and uncensored comment for the nation's
scientists, whether in CSIRO or in universities, is a roadblock to our developing
into a science-1 iterate society that is quick to discuss, debate and adopt the best new
technologies and scientific ideas. For the media, it simply eliminates or censors a
major source of factual comment and wisdom in the debate about the national
future (Parsons, 2005).

Early in 2006 negative media coverage about the CSIRO policy reached a critical point
following a number of public allegations that CSIRO scientists had been censored from
commenting on issues related to climate change (Ong, 2006; Dayton, 2006). The president
of the C S I R O Staff Association, Dr Michael Borgas, went on the public record stating
"Scientists say they cannot speak freely or engage in public debate over critical issues"
(quoted in Beeby 2006a). The internal and external disquiet over the policy triggered the
organisation's launch of an internal review. Morris (2006) reported that CSIRO "Chief
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Executive G e o f f Garrett hoped the review would clear up the 'grey zone' that existed
between informing policy with independent science and compromising the organisation by
appearing to be a lobby group."

In July 2006 C S I R O announced a new public comment policy, based on the review that
included consultations with staff. C S I R O Chief Executive Dr G e o f f Garrett said
.. .we have totally rewritten our policy. We have taken out the word 'permission'.
We encourage our scientists to...where relevant, suggest policy options and
scenarios stemming from their scientific findings. We also ask them to avoid
making direct comment for or against government or opposition policy, from State
or Federal governments. Our job is to inform policy, not to prescribe it, and to be
an authoritative and honest broker, rather than an advocate (CSIRO, 2006b).

The revised public comment policy reiterates the requirement for C S I R O staff to state
clearly that an opinion is personal rather than an official view o f the organisation, i f
commenting in a private capacity (Policy Statement 4 in C S I R O , 2006a). The guidelines
accompanying this statement note that " A l l staff, especially senior scientists and managers,
should be mindful o f the reality o f modern media, such that they are likely to be identified
as being employed by C S I R O whether they wish to be or not" ( C S I R O , 2006a, p. 7).
Responses to the new policy were generally positive. A former C S I R O senior scientist said
"I hope it's a positive step to regain the territory that's been lost for Australian science, and
that it also reflects an awareness o f the immense value o f science in informing public
debate" (Pearman quoted in Beeby, 2006b).

With four o f the eleven members o f the Wentworth Group current or former long term
employees o f C S I R O , critics o f that Group have used this as a reason for attacking C S I R O .
For example.
Not only were the undisciplined nostrums of the Wentworth Group uncritically
lapped up by a sensation seeking urban-oriented media, they owed much of their
credibility to the imprimatur lent by CSIRO. The CSIRO, as a tax-payer funded
group of scientists, has no remit to enter political frays...(Moran, 2003, p. 24).

Others see things differently. For example, Lunney also commented about publicly
employed scientists in the Wentworth Group, including those employed by C S I R O .
There are many public service scientists researching socially relevant
environmental issues....and there is an informed public keen to hear the results of
their work as it emerges. A strong argument exists for their voice to be heard as
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part of the public debate...The public servants in the Wentworth Group are...a
model for other public servant scientists (Lunney, 2003, p. 349-350).

T h e level o f p u b l i c d e b a t e a b o u t the C S I R O p u b l i c c o m m e n t s p o l i c y i n d i c a t e s that t h e r e is
a h i g h d e g r e e o f interest a m o n g s t scientists a n d society a b o u t t h e p e r c e i v e d f r e e d o m o r
o t h e r w i s e o f s c i e n t i s t s to e n g a g e in p u b l i c d i s c o u r s e .

T h e A u s t r a l i a n N a t i o n a l U n i v e r s i t y h a s a p o l i c y f o r s t a f f , i n c l u d i n g scientists, in relation to
' M e d i a o p i n i o n s a n d s t a t e m e n t s ' ( P r o c e d u r e N o . 7 in A N U , 2 0 0 2 , p. 4).
The University believes that its staff and students have the right to freely voice their
opinions on matters of personal, community or national interest. However it draws
a distinction between statements solicited or made because of professional
expertise, those made on behalf of the University which reflect a University
position, and personal opinions. Examples in the first category include comments
on matters of local or international interest, whether in print or otherwise, where
standard practice is for the commentator's institutional attachment to be identified.
Personal opinions (such as letters to the editor of national dailies) that do not reflect
a University position should be made personally and not officially.
T h i s p o l i c y , in p l a c e f o r five y e a r s , h a s not attracted the s a m e level o f attention as the
C S I R O p o l i c y . T h i s m a y be b e c a u s e it is less p r e s c r i p t i v e a n d the scientists at A N U h a v e
not felt c o n s t r a i n e d in t h e i r ability to m a k e public c o m m e n t s .

T h e s e e x a m p l e s o f policies that direct the s c o p e f o r scientists to e n g a g e in p u b l i c d e b a t e s
c o u l d b e s e e n as an a t t e m p t by the r e s e a r c h institutions to d e f i n e w h e r e t h e i r e m p l o y e d
s c i e n t i s t s fit in society a n d politics.

Summary
T h e literature s u g g e s t s that in A u s t r a l i a in 2 0 0 7 , scientist p a r t i c i p a t i o n in m e d i a - b a s e d
p u b l i c d e b a t e s r e m a i n s a c o n t e n t i o u s s u b j e c t f o r scientists, r e s e a r c h institutions and the
p u b l i c . T h e activities o f t h e W e n t w o r t h G r o u p o f C o n c e r n e d Scientists and the d e b a t e
a b o u t t h e G r e a t B a r r i e r R e e f are i n d i c a t i v e o f t h e level o f interest that scientist i n v o l v e m e n t
c a n g e n e r a t e . S c i e n t i f i c i n s t i t u t i o n s a r e a t t e m p t i n g to m i n i m i s e c o n t r o v e r s y a s s o c i a t e d w i t h
s c i e n t i s t s in t h e i r e m p l o y m e n t by a p p l y i n g p o l i c i e s that d e f i n e the a c c e p t a b l e c i r c u m s t a n c e s
f o r p u b l i c c o m m e n t s b y scientists. T h e c a s e s t u d y o f scientist p a r t i c i p a t i o n in the public
d e b a t e a b o u t t h e G u n g a h l i n D r i v e E x t e n s i o n road in C a n b e r r a in 2 0 0 4 is illustrative o f
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these issues. The research methods applied to the case study are outlined in the next

,

chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the research methodology, incorporating theoretical perspectives on
the methods used and an outline of the actual methods used for this study. The research
questions are addressed through the qualitative research approach outlined in this chapter.
The changing culture of science in Australia, in relation to communicating with the public,
is explored through the research questions and associated research methods.

Research questions:
1. Is there a scientific professional standard or norm relating to scientists engaging in
public debates in Australia?
2.

Do scientists have a clear position in Australian society and politics when they are
participants in public debates?

3.

Is scientists' involvement in public debates affected by their relationship with the
media?

4.

What are the views and understandings of scientists, research institutions and the
public on these matters?

Data to consider each of these questions were sourced from the case study interviews and
case study media coverage.

Qualitative research approach
A qualitative, as opposed to a quantitative approach is most appropriate for this case study
of scientists engaging in a public debate. The sample size of participants in the case study
situation was too limited to support quantification of the data sourced from interviews.
The qualitative characteristics of this research project are as follows:
.

the data collected is descriptive, reported in words rather than in numbers,

.

the focus is on participants' views and experiences,

•

the research follows inductive development of theory or patterns,

.

the research is exploratory as there is no directly applicable theory or previous
research at the outset, and
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•

the nature of the study is not suited to quantitative methods such as surveys,
experiments or statistics (Creswell, 1994, p. 145-146).

The researcher is the primary instrument for data collection and interpretation in a
qualitative study, and for this reason Creswell (1994, p. 147) suggests that the biases,
values and judgements of the researcher should be explicitly stated in the research report.
Elements of the researcher's position come from past experiences that provide familiarity
with the topic, setting or informants.

In this case I am a permanent resident of Canberra, the city that provides the setting for the
case study of the proposed road and its associated controversial environmental implications.
I have not at any time been involved in lobbying for or against the proposed road, and it
does not directly affect the area of Canberra in which 1 live. Consequently, 1 consider
myself to be largely free of biases, values and judgements in relation to the case study
situation. Prior to conducting interviews for this study, I had not met any of the
interviewees, although I knew of some through their research and/or reputation. While
acknowledging it is impossible, nor necessarily desirable, for any researcher to be neutral
or value-free (Silverman, 2001) 1 believe my relationship to the case study situation enables
me to conduct the research as objectively as possible. My understanding of the case study,
through being a local resident of Canberra, assisted my ability to work with case study
informants as 1 was sensitive to the depth of feeling that many held about the issues.

Case study method
As stated in the introduction to this report, this research is based on a primary case study.
A useful definition of a case study is "The researcher explores a single entity or
phenomenon ("the case") bounded by time and activity, and collects detailed information
by using a variety of data collection procedures during a sustained period of time"
(Creswell, 1994, p. 12). The case study here fits this definition in that the proposed road
and its associated public debate is the entity or phenomenon; it is bounded by time through
being topical in 2004 and therefore included in media coverage in 2004. The activity is the
scientists' engagement in the public debate through the media. Detailed information has
been collected through interviews and media data.
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Researchers have also attempted to classify various types of case study. The one which
best describes this case study is a 'social situation'. " A social situation is a collocation of
events w h i c h the analyst is able to construe as connected with one another and which take
place in a relatively restricted time span." (Mitchell, 2000, p. 170-171). Case study
research arises out o f "naturally occurring social situations" which are studied in
considerable depth. (Hammersley and G o m m , 2000, p. 3). In other words, the social
situation has not been created by researchers through experimental or other means. The
comparison below, of case study with experimental and survey approaches, provides a good
s u m m a r y of the method.

TABLE 1

Case Study Research in Comparison with Experimental and Survey Approaches
Experiment

Case study

Survey

Investigation of a relatively
small number of cases.

Investigation of a relatively
small number of cases
(sometimes just one).
Information gathered and
analysed about a large number
of features of each case.
Study of naturally occurring
cases; or cases created by the
researcher but primary
concern is not controlling
variables to measure their
effects.
Quantification of data is not a
priority. Indeed, qualitative
data may be treated as
superior.
The main concern may be with
understanding the case studied
in itself, with no interest in
theoretical inference or
empirical generalization.
However, there may be
attempts at one or other, or
both, of these. Alternatively,
the wider relevance of the
findings may be
conceptualized in terms of the
provision of vicarious
experience as a basis for
'naturalistic generalization' or
'transferability'.

Investigation of a relatively
large number of cases.

Information gathered and
analysed about a small number
of features of each case.
Study of cases created in such
a way as to control the
important variables.

Quantification of data is a
priority.

The aim is either theoretical
inference - the development
and testing of theory - or the
practical evaluation of an
intervention.

Information gathered and
analysed about a small number
of features of each case.
Study of a sample of naturally
occurring cases selected in
such a way as to maximise the
sample's representativeness in
relation to some larger
population.
Quantification of data is a
priority.

The aim is empirical
generalization, from a sample
to a finite population, though
this is sometimes seen as a
platform for theoretical
inference.
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(Table 1, from Hammersley and Gomm, 2000, p. 4)
Case study research has often been critiqued on the basis that its findings are not
generalisable (Yin, 1994, p. 10; Gomm, Hammersley and Foster, 2000, p. 98). In this
research the main concern is to understand the case studied in itself, and comparison with
relevant literature may reveal opportunities for theoretical inference, generalisations or
transferability to other cases.

The research methodology is based on a single case study. Yin (1994) contends there are
three rationales for when single case studies are appropriate:
1. when it represents the critical case for testing a well-formulated theory
2. when it represents an extreme or unique case, or
3.

revelatory

case.

(Yin, 1994, p. 38-40 emphasis from original)
This research is based on the assumption that the case study of scientists' engagement in a
public debate about a proposed road in Canberra is a revelatory case. The review of related
literature confirmed that researchers have not previously investigated the issues in a similar
scenario, even though the case study situation may be relatively common (as distinguished
from an extreme or unique case).

Interview methodology
The case study situation is based on interactions between individuals, through media
coverage about the proposed road. Interviewing a number of the individuals is an
appropriate method of data collection, and is one of the most common methods of data
collection in case study research. The compatibility of case studies and interviews is
described by Yin (1994, p. 85) as follows:
.. .interviews are an essentia! source of case study evidence because most case
studies are about human affairs. These human affairs should be reported through
the eyes of specific interviewees, and well informed respondents can provide
important insights into a situation.
Type of interviews

There are various types of interviews, ranging from surveys and structured questionnaires,
to informal group interviews that are more like conversations. A large number of
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descriptors and definitions have been applied to interview types. T w o of tliese are relevant
to this research: the 'focused interview' and the 'active interview'.

Merton, Fiske and Kendall (1956, p. 3) described the 'focused interview' as having the
following characteristics:
1. the persons interviewed are known to have been involved in a particular situation,
2. the situation has been provisionally analysed,
3. on the basis of the analysis, an interview guide is developed, and
4. the interview is focused on the subjective experiences of persons involved in the
situation.

The interviews conducted for this study are well matched to these characteristics
1. the interview respondents were all known to have been involved in the case study
about the proposed road in Canberra,
2. the situation was provisionally analysed through the media coverage in the
Canberra-based press and review of related literature,
3. an interview protocol was developed, in the form of indicative interview questions
that were reviewed and approved by the ANU Human Research Ethics Committee,
and
4. the interviews sought the views and experiences of the respondents who were
involved in the case study situation.
T h e sample
Interviews were conducted with a sample of three types of 'players' in the case study:
1. Scientists
2. Journalists
3. Lobby group spokespeople
Table 2 listing all the interviews follows.
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TABLE 2

Case Study Interviews
NAME

POSITION

ORGANISATION

Prof Andrew Cockbum

Professor of
Evolutionary Ecology
Journalist
Senior Lecturer

Botany and Zoology, Australian
National University
The Canberra Times
Urban Planning Program,
University of Melbourne
Australian National University
University of New South Wales

Rosslyn Beeby
Dr Paul Mees
Dr Dean Rouse
Dr Daniel Ramp
Dr Allan Lohe

Plant Biologist
ARC Postdoctoral
Research Fellow
Chair

Dr Robert Heinsohn

Senior Fellow

Dr Su Wild River
Dr Michael Mulvaney

Postdoctoral Fellow

Prof Geoffrey O. Wasteneys

Professor, Tierl
Canada Research Chair
Emeritus Professor

Prof Henry Nix

Dr Road Peakall
(Name confidential)^
"An environmental
economist at ANU"
Mr Jerry Olsen

Associate Professor

Lecturer

Save the Ridge
Centre for Resource and
Environmental Studies,
Australian National University
Australian National University
NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada
Centre for Resource and
Environmental Studies,
Australian National University
Australian National University
Australian National University

Applied Ecology Research
Group, University of Canberra

INTERVIEW
TYPE
Scientist'

INTERVIEW
FORMAT
Face-to-face

INTERVIEW
DATE
13/12/2004

Journalist
Scientist'

Face-to-face
Telephone

13/12/2004
15/12/2004

Scientist'
Scientist'

Face-to-face
Telephone

15/12/2004
21/12/2004

Lobby group
spokesperson
Scientist'

Telephone

22/12/2004

Face-to-face

13/7/2005

Scientist'
Scientist'

Face-to-face
Face-to-face

15/7/2005
15/7/2005

Scientist'

Email

17/7/2005

Scientist'

Face-to-face

20/7/2005

Scientist'
Scientist'

Face-to-face
Face-to-face

22/7/2005
29/7/2005

Scientist'

Face-to-face

18/8/2005

' These interviewees were labelled as a "scientists" in the article "Scientists Speak" but a number made the point that they do not self-identify as scientists.
^ This interviewee provided written consent For their comments to be published in this thesis but did not consent to the comments being attributed to their name. Consent was provided for
use of the descriptor " A n environmental economist at A N D " in order to protect their privacy.
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The scientist interviewees were selected from the twenty scientists quoted in The

Canberra

Times article 'Scientists speak' published on 24 April 2004 (Beeby, 2004). A copy of this
article is at Appendix 1. Thirteen of the twenty were interviewed, three declined to be
interviewed and four were unable to be contacted. The range of scientists interviewed
covered a broad spectrum of disciplines and research specialities relating to the
environmental sciences, were from a range of research organisations and institutions, and
different geographical locations.

One journalist was interviewed, the author of the key source newspaper article 'Scientists
speak' and also author of numerous other articles on the case study topic.

One lobby group spokesperson was interviewed, representing the anti-road group 'Save the
Ridge'. An interview was sought with a spokesperson from the pro-road lobby group,
' G D E N o w ! ' , but did not proceed due to lack of interest from that group.

Interviewees were recruited through an initial phone call or email at their place of
employment or other formal contact point (universities and other research institutions,
newspaper, official lobby group email/phone per websites). If they expressed interest in
participating in this research project, they were then forwarded a formal interview request
letter. Upon agreeing to be interviewed, the interviewees signed an Interview Consent
form, indicating that they agreed to be interviewed for this study. The interview request
letter and consent form are included in Appendix 2: Research Protocol.
Interview format
The interviews were conducted using the following interview protocol, in the form of
indicative interview questions.

Interview Protocol: Indicative Interview Questions
Ouestions for scientists
•
•
•

What events or communications led you to make public comments,
through the media, about this issue?
Who was your target audience?
How closely related are your public comments about this issue and
your published research?
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•

Did your interaction with the media result in any comments from your
scientific peers?

•

Do you have any views on whether scientists should engage in public
debates?

Questions for journalists
•

At the outset o f your journalistic research for article(s) about the [case
study], how did your contact with the scientist(s) begin? Did they
approach you as an avenue for publicity or did you approach them
directly for 'on the record' comments?

•

Did the scientists give you any reasons for their participation in the
article(s)?

•

Do you consider it common practice for journalists to approach
scientists for expert comment on controversial environmental issues?

•

in your experience, have you found scientists are willing to comment
on controversial environmental issues, or generally reluctant?

Questions for lobby group spokespeople
•

Did you seek the involvement o f scientists in the [case study] issue(s)?

•

In your view, did the involvement of scientists have an effect on
achieving your group's objectives?
Was media interest in the issues increased when scientists became
involved?

•

Q f the fourteen interviews conducted, ten were face-to-face in the offices of the
interviewees, three were by telephone due to the interviewees being located interstate or not
being in a position to meet face-to-face, and one by email due to the interviewee being
overseas. Each interview (except the last) was tape recorded with the permission o f the
interviewee. The interviews were for durations of between 10-40 minutes each.

Each interview was transcribed verbatim, either in full or with some omissions of irrelevant
material. The transcriptions were sent to interviewees for approval through signature o f a
Publication Consent form (included in Appendix 2: Research Protocol), indicating that they
agreed to inclusion o f their comments in this report. Examples of full transcripts of
interviews from a scientist and the lobby group spokesperson are at Appendix 3.

The interviews were conducted in two phases, with six conducted in December 2004 and
nine conducted in July-August 2005. A number o f the interviews in the first phase yielded
less relevant data than those in the second phase. This may have been due to a combination
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of factors including a low level of interviewee articulateness and willingness to convey
information and opinions, and excessively rigid compliance with the list of indicative
interview questions on my part as interviewer. A f t e r reflecting on the data gathered in the
early interviews, 1 expanded the scope of the interviews and allowed for greater flexibility
in the discussions, while remaining within the parameters of the "indicative interview
questions" approved by the A N U Human Research Ethics Committee.

With this revised interview approach, the second phase of interviews was conducted more
along the lines of Holstein and G u b r i u m ' s (1995) definition of the "active interview",
which contends that both interviewers and respondents are active and involved in meaningmaking. 1 applied the following 'active interviewing' procedures and consequently the
second phase of interviews seemed to yield better data.
•
•

•

Introductions and requests to participate should strategically convey the topic areas
to be explored and the positions from which the exploration might embark.
An interview guide can provide the interviewer with a set of predetermined
questions that might be used as appropriate to engage the respondent and designate
the narrative terrain. In contrast to the standardized questionnaire, which dictates
the questions to be asked, the active interview guide is advisory, more of a
conversational agenda than a procedural directive. The use of the guide may vary
from one interview to the next. A rule of thumb for using an interview guide is to
let the respondent's responses determine whether particular questions are necessary
or appropriate as leading frames of reference for the interview conversational. This
lends a rather improvisational, yet focused, quality to the interview.
The active interviewer may interject herself into the interview in various ways, all
of which incite or encourage respondent's narratives. Conversational give-and-take
around topics of mutual interest is a way of conveying to the respondent that the
interview is sensitive to, and interested in, the ongoing line of talk.
(Holstein and G u b r i u m , 1995, p. 76-77)

Interview limitations and analysis
T h e limitations of interviews are c o m m o n l y put forward along the lines of:
Providing " i n d i r e c f information filtered through the views of interviewees
Researcher's presence or relative status may bias responses
Physical ' c o n t e x t ' of the interview (ofllce, phone-call, home) may affect responses
Not all people are equally articulate and perceptive
Poor recall
( f r o m Creswell, 1994, p. 150; Silverman, 2001, p. 94; Yin, 1994, p. 85)
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While a number of these factors may have affected the quality of data collected from the
fifteen interviews conducted for this study to varying degrees, the impact would have been
minimal for the following reasons. The 'indirectness' of information is not relevant, as it
was the views of the interviewees, not facts, that were being sought. The subject matter
was not so sensitive that my presence or status would have significantly biased responses.
Most of the interviews were conducted in the interviewees' offices, but it was unlikely this
led to their responses being more constrained as the content of the questions related to their
professional views and opinions and so the office environment matched the nature of the
discussion. Some of the second phase interviews were, however, affected by poor recall, as
more than a year had passed since the time of the 'Scientists speak' newspaper article that
formed the key source for the case study.

The interview transcripts were analysed as unstructured data and responses to questions
were not quantified or coded, as despite all the 'scientist' interviewees being asked a core
set of questions there were no identifiable patterns in their responses. Rather, themes were
identified and interpreted through comparison with themes in the related literature. Useful
quotes were also sought in the transcripts that would assist in the descriptive elements of
the case study.

The one interview conducted by email was necessarily limited by the interview format.
Mann and Stewart (2000) have considered the limitations and possibilities of conducting
interviews through "computer-mediated communication", including email. One advantage
of an email interview is that "the asynchronous nature of most email
communication...enables participants to send considered responses to questions at their
leisure" (Mann and Stewart, 2000, p. 147). But a downside is that it is more difficult to ask
for points of clarification, or further, deeper information, which is a key feature of
qualitative research (Mann and Stewart, 2000, p. 150). Another challenge is that the
possibility of the interviewer developing rapport with interview subjects is harder to
achieve through electronic communications alone. Given that only one interview was
conducted by email, no specific techniques were used to take advantage of the potential
positives and overcome the potential negatives. The interview data was treated in the same
way as the data collected in face to face interviews.
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Media data
A qualitative approach was also taken in relation to using data from the case study media
coverage. The media data collected "attempts to capture the intensity and direction of
coverage" of the case study situation, "and the analysis makes no claims to show how all of
the mass media...frame and articulate concerns about the environmenf [the case study
issues] (Papadakis, 1996, p. 143). Rather it focuses on one source. The Canberra

Times

newspaper, Canberra's only daily broadsheet, throughout 2004. The aim is to illustrate
how that newspaper represented the scientists' comments and information about the case
study, and also reflected public opinion.

The qualitative approach to using media data in this study is a useful partner to the
interviews conducted, in terms of providing some independent triangulation for the
interview data. It shares the advantage of content analysis described as follows
Compared with techniques such as interviews, content analysis usually yields
unobtrusive measures in which neither the sender nor the receiver of the message is
aware that it is being analyzed. Hence, there is little danger that the act of
measurement itself will act as a force for change that confounds the data
(Webb, Campbell, Schwartz and Sechrist, 1981, cited in Weber, 1990, p. 10).
A quantitative approach, such as standard content analysis where descriptive accounts of
media content are developed through counting and classification of discrete, predefined
elements (Gunter, 2000, p. 91), would not shed any light on the research questions in this
case. These types of quantitative content analysis are generally directed at verifying or
confirming hypothesized relationships, rather than discover new or emergent patterns
which is the approach that is more relevant to this study (Altheide, 1996, p. 16).

In many disciplines, especially those which are science-based, "newspapers have been
regarded as a peripheral data source because of their acknowledged limitations, including
exaggeration, embellishment, inadequate reporting, total fiction, and factual error" (Waitt,
1995, p. 299). This study is based on the assumption that the media are not "a neutral or
rational mediator of social events" so such concerns about newspapers as a data source are
not relevant. In fact, the limitations cited are a source of interest in this study as they may
relate to scientists' willingness to engage in media-based public debates.
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Summary
This research is qualitative in nature and uses a single case study as the method of
investigation. The case study is of a naturally occurring social situation, being scientists'
engagement in the media-based public debate about a proposed road in Canberra in 2004.
Interviews are the primary form of in-depth data collection for the case study, in addition to
data from selected examples of the media coverage. The next chapter outlines the research
findings gained through application of the qualitative research methods to the case study.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH FINDINGS
This chapter presents the research findings gained through the case study of scientist
involvement in the pubHc debate about the Gungahhn Drive Extension road in Canberra in
2004. The research findings are discussed in relation to the research questions and include
analysis of the data from interviews conducted for this research and media data.

The research questions relating to this thesis are:
1. Is there a scientific professional standard or norm relating to scientists engaging in
public debates in Australia?
2.

Do scientists have a clear position in Australian society and politics when they are
participants in public debates?

3.

Is scientists' involvement in public debates affected by their relationship with the
media?

4.

What are the views and understandings of scientists, research institutions and the
public on these matters?

The chapter starts with a summary of the case study scenario, that is, an example of
scientists engaging in a public debate about an environmental controversy, with the media
as the primary platform for action. The case study background includes an outline of the
physical and institutional setting in which the case study events took place, the main
players in the debate, and the media coverage of scientists who were involved in the public
debate.

Case Study
Background to the case study
Canberra, the capital city of Australia, is the setting for the road controversy that engaged
scientists in public debate through the media in 2004. Canberra has approximately 300,000
residents and is physically different from other Australian cities of a similar size due to it
being a planned city. Its initial design occurred through a city master plan by Walter
Burley Griffin which still forms the basis of current city planning decisions. The plan is
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characterised by a significant amount of open space between residential and commercial
areas, such that Canberra is often described as the "bush capital". As Canberra has grown,
new 'towns' have been added at various places on the periphery. The newest and still
growing of these new towns is Gungahlin, which was part of the original plans for Canberra
but only established in the 1990s.

The controversial road, that provides the contextual subject matter for the case study, is to
service the population of Gungahlin which is predicted to grow to 100,000 in the next 20
years. The purpose of the nine kilometre long arterial road is to provide access to and from
Gungahlin for people wishing to access South Canberra without passing through Central
Canberra. The following map shows the route of the road and its overall siting in north
Canberra.
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MAP 1
Location of the Gungahlin Drive Extension road
The road is shown in red on the map.

Cf'
"

"

There are a number of reasons the road was very controversial when it was proposed.
Debates about whether to have the road built were focused on:
•

the environmental impact of the road, as the route passes through or is adjacent to
areas of bush land;

•

the impact of the road on residential areas and other areas with special uses, such as
the Australian Institute of Sport;
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•

transport sustainability arguments about light rail or other public transport options
as an alternative to the road; and

•

urban planning policies, regulations, and legislation.

in relation to urban planning, the government policy and decision-making context has been
a significant contributor to the protracted controversy about the proposed road. The
Australian Capital Territory, which is mostly comprised by the city of Canberra, has
administrative arrangements that include two Governments in urban planning - the
Commonwealth Government through the National Capital Authority and its administration
of the National Capital Plan, and the Australian Capital Territory Government through its
various agencies and administration of the Territory Plan.

A summary chronology of events relating to this road, known as the Gungahlin Drive
Extension, is in Table 3 following. It indicates that this case is more contentious and has
therefore involved more public debate than road projects in Australia usually generate.
TABLE 3

Summary Chronology of Events Relating to the Road Development
(Gungahlin Drive Extension)
YEAR(S)

EVENTS

1960s and
1970s
1991

Planning studies indicate
need for the road
Joint Parliamentary
Committee on the
Australian Capital
Territory held an inquiry
Gmgahlin's
transport
links

1999

Anti-road lobby group
was formed, 'Save the
Ridge'
A C T Government inquiry

1999-2001

I M P A C T OF EVENTS

The 1991 report triggered Government processes, such
as a Preliminary Assessment of routes for the road
released in 1997, and considerable debate in the A C T
Legislative Assembly and other public fora, including
the media.
Throughout the 1990s, ACT Legislative Assembly
members from the Labor, Liberal and Greens parties
debated issues about the road in the media and sittings
of the Assembly.
'Save the Ridge' organised rallies and public meetings
which generated significant media coverage
Standing Committee on Urban Services Public Inquiry
into Proposals for Gungahlin Drive Extension,
including public submissions and public hearings.
Again, the ACT political parties debated issues about
the road in the media and sittings of the Assembly.
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YEAR(S)

EVENTS

IMPACT OF EVENTS

2001

Legal planning
instruments amended to
incorporate the proposed
road

The Commonwealth's National Capital Authority
(NCA) released Draft Amendment 41 (DA4I) to
change the National Capital Plan to confirm the
eastern route for Gungahlin Drive.
ACT Government proposed and passed a variation to
the Territory Plan.

20022003

More debate about
alternatives routes for the
Gungahlin Drive
Extension road
Legal challenges
commence

Planning studies and environmental assessments
ordered by the ACT Govemment.
January 2003 - ACT Govemment confirmed route for
the Gungahlin Drive Extension
December 2003 - legal challenges by Save the Ridge
commence in the Federal Court. Continued
throughout 2004 in both the Federal Court and ACT
Supreme Court.
Prior to the works, early in 2004, 'Save the Ridge'
started direct protest action at various sites along the
planned road route.
ACT Govemment attempted to minimise disruptions
to the project by passing a new piece of legislation, the
Gungahlin Drive Authorisation Act.
'GDE Now!' organised rally in support of immediate
road construction on 9 May 2004.
Federal Court considered appeal by 'Save the Ridge'.

2003

2004

Preliminary works
(earthworks/tree clearing)
started and then stalled
due to legal challenges

2004

Pro-road lobby group
formed, 'GDE Now!'
Continued legal
challenges and
consequent delays in
construction of the road
Road construction
commences

2005

2005

2008

September 2005 - Federal Court dismissed legal
challenge to the road.
October 2005 - Save the Ridge group announces it
will not take further legal action against the road.

Road due for completion

'Players' in the c a s e study

As indicated in the above chronology, the main 'players' in the controversy about the
proposed road known as the Gungahlin Drive Extension are as follows:
•

Governments (Australian Capital Territory and Commonwealth)

•

Lobby Groups (primarily 'Save the Ridge' and ' G D E Now!')

•

Media (journalists working in local TV, radio and The Canberra Times newspaper)

•

Community (comprising individuals who identify as local residents, concerned
citizens, scientists etc.)

The Government decision-makers, including agencies and elected representatives, have an
important contextual role in this case study, but are not a focus of this research. The lobby
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groups, media and community actors are examined to the extent that their words and
actions shed Hght on scientists' involvement in the public debate about the road
controversy.

A range of lobby groups have been engaged in debates about the Gungahlin Drive
Extension. The two lead groups are described below.
Save the Ridge is the main anti-road lobby group that was specifically formed to oppose
the Gungahlin Drive Extension on environmental grounds. It is incorporated as an
association and in 2004 claimed membership of over 600 people from across Canberra.
Its stated objectives include:
1. To protect and enhance the natural environment of Bruce and O'Connor Ridges,
Black Mountain, Kaleen Grasslands, Aranda Bushland and Gossan Hill including
their conservation, recreation, heritage and research values,
2. To prevent roadworks and other development from spoiling these areas,
3. To educate and gain the support of the ACT population and its Legislative
Assembly on the need for, and feasibility of, an environmentally sustainable
transport system in the ACT (Save the Ridge, 2004).
GDE NOW! is the main pro-road lobby group that was specifically "formed to fight for the
immediate construction of the Gungahlin Drive Extension. Gungahlin residents are sick and
tired of increasing delays, rising costs to the tax-payer and the NIMBY' attitudes being
taken by minority interest groups". It is a working group of the Gungahlin Community
Council Inc. which describes itself as "the peak community representative body in the
Gungahlin District representing the interests of the local residents and community as a
whole" (Gungahlin Community Council, 2005).
Scientist focused media coverage
There was regular media coverage of issues about the proposed Gungahlin Drive Extension
from the early 1990s until 2005. Coverage increased significantly in 1999 when the level
of public debate was amplified with the formation of the 'Save the Ridge' lobby group.
The media covered all the issues outlined above in relation to events and reasons for the

' N I M B Y - acronym for Not In My Back Yard - used to describe persons or groups who protest against
developments with negative side-effects, such as roads, prisons or airports, in the vicinity of their homes or
local areas, although they would support such developments if they were located elsewhere.
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road being controversial in all broadcast media forms that reach Australian Capital
Territory audiences.

The media coverage most relevant to this case study is newspaper coverage of topics where
scientists were the key spokespeople. Table 4 lists some examples of headlines and
summary content of articles featuring scientists that appeared in The Canberra Times in
2004. Copies of a sample of these articles are included in Appendix 4. The highlighted
article, headlined 'Scientists Speak', was used as a key source for the case study.

This case study, as an example of how scientists have engaged in a public debate, provides
the context to explore issues about the changing culture of science in Australia. The
environmental controversy about the Gungahlin Drive Extension road led to scientists
becoming actively involved in society and politics, through the media and membership of a
lobby group.
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TABLE 4
Examples of Articles Featuring Scientists
Date
Newspaper
Page number
Newspaper section
Author

Headline

Summary content

14 January 2 0 0 4

Canberra roadkill
city, says ecologist

Ecologist Dr Daniel R a m p is using global
positioning technology to m a p roadkill blackspots
and said the proposed Gungahlin Drive Extension
failed to consider habitat locations and movements
of local wildlife.

Owls to fail prey to
new freeway *

For the past 12 years, University of Canberra
biologist Jerry Olsen has been studying southern
boobook owls on Black Mountain. He said when
work begins on Gungahlin Drive Extension, he will
lose the birds and trees that have formed the focus
of his internationally recognised research.
Dr Paul Mees, an expert in town planning and
urban transport systems from the University of
Melbourne, described the proposed Gungahlin
Drive Extension as a ' s h a m e f u l ' example of urban
planning being dominated by road engineers.

The Canberra Times
p. 2
General N e w s
Rosslyn Beeby
20 March 2004

The Canberra Times
p. 7
General N e w s
Rosslyn Beeby
25 March 2004

The Canberra Times
p. 2
General N e w s
Ben Doherty
27 March 2004

The Canberra Times

Gungahlin project a
' s h a m e f u l ' blast
from engineering's
past

Scientists lash out at
ridge road *

T h e head of the A N U School of Botany and
Zoology, Professor Andrew C o c k b u m , said Black
Mountain was a "biodiversity hot-spot" and if the
freeway was built his research site would be
destroyed.

G D E threatens
several animal and
plant species

A number of scientists are quoted regarding loss of
study sites if the Gungahlin freeway is built, and
reduction of species numbers including orchids,
echidnas, white-winged coughs and owls due to
habitat destruction.

Little by little lazy
planning is killing
our bushland:
expert

Dr Denis Saunders says the Gungahlin Drive
Extension is a good example of how C a n b e r r a ' s
bushland is suffering a death of a thousand cuts and
urban land clearing is threatening the A C T ' s
ecological integrity.

pp. 1 and 4
General N e w s
Rosslyn Beeby and
Scott Hannaford
27 March 2004

The Canberra Times
p. B6
Saturday Forum
Rosslyn Beeby
1 April 2 0 0 4

The Canberra Times
p. 4
General N e w s
Rosslyn Beeby
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Date
Newspaper
Page number
Newspaper section
Author

Headline

Summary content

2 April 2004

Freeway threat to
avian kidnappers *

A new scientific analysis by A N U ' s Dr Rob
Heinsohn shows Black Mountain's choughs have a
56 per cent chance of becoming extinct within 50
years if the freeway is built

Echidna's survival
being threatened *

South Australian scientist Dr Peggy Rismiller,
regarded as the world authority on echidnas, said
building a major road through their habitat is going
to put serious pressures on Canberra's echidnas.

Scientists speak *

20 scientists give reasons why the Gungahiin Drive
Extension should not go ahead

GDE will pave over
unique fungi
species

Professor James M. Trappe from Oregon State
University in the USA endorses ANU's Professor
Andrew Cockbum's comment that Black Mountain
Nature Reserve was a "great scientific laboratory.
Trappe's studies on truffle-like fungi emphasise the
reserve's scientific value.
Many of the trees bulldozed to build the
controversial Gungahiin Drive Extension were
hundreds of years old, shown in a study by one of
Australia's leading forest ecologists the Australian
National University's Dr Brendan Mackey.

The Canberra Times
p. 2
General News
Rosslyn Beeby
17 April 2004

The Canberra Times
p. BIO
Saturday Forum
Rosslyn Beeby
24 April 2004

The Canberra Times
pp. B1-B2
Saturday Forum
(feature article)
Rosslyn Beeby
13 May 2004

The Canberra Times
p. 17
Opinion
James Trappe
14 October 2004

The Canberra Times
p. 3
General News
Rosslyn Beeby
1 November 2004

The Canberra Times

Bulldozed trees
hundreds of years
old

Wise owls with no
where to call home

p. 4
Times 2 Supplement
Rosslyn Beeby

Clearing of bushland for the controversial
Gungahiin Drive Extension has brought an abrupt
end to University of Canberra biologist Jerry
Olsen's research on native owls.
Earlier this year, Olsen was among 150 scientists
who signed a petition opposing the loss of bushland
to construct the freeway.

Full c o p y o f article at A p p e n d i x 4
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Research findings
The research findings include analysis of the data obtained from the twelve interviews with
scientists and the interviews with a journalist and lobby group spokesperson, and discussion
about the media coverage of the public debate about the Gungahiin Drive Extension road in

The Canberra Times.

Research question one
Research question one about whether there is a scientific professional standard or norm
relating to scientists engaging in public debates in Australia, was examined through an
e x a m p l e of one professional standard relating to public communications.
Example of a scientific professional

standard

An e x a m p l e of one widely accepted scientific professional standard was used to explore the
question of whether there is a norm relating to scientist engagement in public debates that is
currently applied in Australian scientific research culture. Until recently, there was little
question amongst scientists about the standard practice that public c o m m e n t s about
research findings should only be made following publication in peer-reviewed journals. All
the scientists interviewed were asked about how closely related their public c o m m e n t s
about the Gungahiin Drive Extension road were to their published research, as an indicator
of conformity with this scientific professional standard or norm relating to scientists
speaking publicly about issues and research only after publication in journals.

The question was an open one and subject to different interpretation by the scientists.
S o m e felt that if their public c o m m e n t s were in the same field of science as their published
research, then yes, their c o m m e n t s were closely related to their research. For example, Dr
Paul Mees c o m m e n t e d on the road being an environmentally unsustainable planning
decision and felt his c o m m e n t s about the Gungahiin Drive Extension were "very closely"
related to his published research, as "transport planning is my field". Similarly, Dr Daniel
R a m p said his c o m m e n t s about potential kangaroo roadkill associated with the proposed
road were "pretty close[ly]" related to his published research. He said "1 work on the effects
of roads on the environment and I also have a long history of working with kangaroos. So
my background is pretty specific to the question about the extension to the road".
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Another scientist felt that even if his comments were in the same field, given he had not
conducted research at the site of the proposed road, then no, his comments were not closely
related to his published research. Dr Dean Rouse commented on the risks to native orchids
at and near the site of the proposed road, but when asked whether his comments were
related to his published research he replied "No, I have published on naming new species of
orchid but 1 haven't named new species of orchid on Black Mountain [part of the road
site]."

Regardless of how the question was interpreted, it was clear that there was a range of
perceived 'closeness' between the scientists' public comments in the 'Scientists Speak'
newspaper article and their published research.

A number of the scientists made it clear that they had not conducted any published research
that specifically related to their comments in the media. For example, Dr Su Wild River
commented on freeways and public transport in the newspaper article, and estimated that
only 5 % of her work is related to transport sustainability and said she "could not be
considered an Australian expert on transport". Similarly, an environmental economist at
the Australian National University said his comments were "in the same general field. I'm
an environmental economist...it was in the broad scope of environmental economics but I
d o n ' t do any published research on transport economics or transport and environment."

While the relationship between public comments and published research was not always
direct, all the scientists said their comments had a relationship to their scientific expertise or
research activities, to varying degrees. For example. Professors Andrew Cockbum and
Geoff Wasteneys, and Dr Rod Peakall all conducted research (or had scoped research in the
case of Professor Wasteneys), in the nature reserve that was going to be affected by the
proposed road.

Overall, this example in the context of the case study indicates there was no clear pattern of
conformity or non-conformity with the scientific professional standard relating to scientists
speaking publicly about issues and research only after publication in peer-reviewed
journals. This may suggest that this particular scientific norm is no longer universally
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accepted and applied amongst the current Australian scientific community, it may be
possible that scientists involved in environmental research, where public debate and
controversy is more common than in some other areas of science, are more willing to put
aside the 'publish first' principle. In response to a number of interview questions, none of
the scientists related their views on engaging in public debates to awareness of, or concern
about, scientific professional standards or norms.
Research question two

Research question two, about whether scientists have a clear position in Australian society
and politics when they are participants in public debates, is examined by considering
scientists' own views about whether they should engage in public debates, analysing
scientists' motivation to engage in the case study public debate and attempting to determine
the target audience for their comments.
Scientists'

views on whetiter they should

engage

in public

debates

Participation in public debates is one way in which scientists engage with society and
politics. When asked whether they think scientists should participate in public debates
about controversial environmental issues, all the scientists said yes, although some were
more emphatic than others and most had caveats about the appropriate circumstances for
scientists to participate. This was despite the interviewed scientists expressing varying
levels of both enthusiasm and disquiet about participating in media coverage on the
Gungahlin Drive Extension public debate.

Scientists who were somewhat reserved in their agreement that scientists should engage in
public debates had reservations for various reasons. For example. Professor Henry Nix
expressed concern about perceived neutrality and said "1 believe that they [scientists]
should strive to remain as neutral as possible...! really believe that science needs to keep at
arms length as scientists." Dr Dean Rouse considered potential negative associations with
his research institution and said

/ think scientists have equal right to anybody else to engage in public debate
and maybe they should but I must say there is a problem now with the media
and politicians that they can sort of play around with words and misquote
you which is quite dangerous which could reflect back on the department
you are working in so you've got to be fairly careful.
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Two scientists who expressed emphatic views that scientists should engage in public
debates, saw the issue as one of social responsibility. Dr Robert Heinsohn said
/ think scientists should and I think scientists have a responsibility to. The
hard part is remaining objective because as I told you initially I had
personal interest and Ifelt personally affronted by this road development,
and then I thought long and hard about whether I had something to say on
the scientific front. But there is obviously potential there to blur the
boundaries, so I think provided scientists can remain objective and give
objective information then they have a responsibility to.
Dr Su Wild River sees the social responsibility in broad terms, in line with UNESCO's
declarations such as "The practice of scientific research... should always aim at the welfare
of humankind... and o f t h e global environment" (Clause 39, UNESCO 1999a, p.6).
/ absolutely think we have an obligation to. I think that we'd be absolutely failing
everybody, ourselves and the rest of the world, if we didn't. ... / think that what
scientists should be doing is responding on issues if they are an expert on those
issues and are confident that what they are saying is addressing the issue and is
based on proper work and experience... "
Two scientists considered that a role in government policy formulation is part of scientists'
broader social responsibility. Professor Geoff Wasteneys felt the key reason scientists
should engage in public debates is to have a role in policy formulation, and he said
There is no question that scientists and other academics have the analytical
skills and expert knowledge to be involved in the formulation ofpolicy on
environmental issues. ... There is obvious benefit of making use of the skills
of people already employed in the public sector, yet independent of policy
formation and implementation.
Dr Wild River expressed similar views and said "...1 also think that scientists have a role in
setting the policy debates and establishing issues."

A further two scientists saw their role in public debates as one which has the potential to
improve the quality of debate. Dr Paul Mees sees scientists' participation in public debates
as an opportunity to provide independent expertise in circumstances where vested interests
may be dominating media coverage.
Yes I do I think they [scientists] need to 'get out more' as in the common
parlance, and the GDE [Gungahlin Drive Extension] has been a good
example of scientists getting out more. I think at the moment we have a
fairly corporatised culture in which most comment in the media is being
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made by people who have been enlisted by governments or business
organisations as part of campaigns to promote their point of view. So
scientists who on the whole hopefully don 7 owe anyone anything could add
a better perspective or at least a broader perspective.
Dr Michael Mulvaney also considers scientists' role as one to bring scientific research into
debates to balance extreme positions being put by other players.
I have very strong views that scientists should speak out. ... You get
extremes for conservation groups taking claims further than they can be and
you get it the other way with people trying to rubbish them. It's up to people
[scientists] to go on record and with 'this is what my research and findings
mean'. I think more and more people [scientists] are willing to do that. Or
would want to do it. with constraints being put on people.
in general, while the scientists interviewed expressed the view that they should engage in
public debates as part of their role in society and politics, they appear to be taking a range
of considerations into account in supporting this position, from perceived risks to
reputation, the challenges associated with maintaining neutrality and objectivity, and their
role in and responsibility to society as contributors to policy formulation and broadening
debates.
Scientists'
GungahUn

motivation
to engage in the media-based
Drive Extension
road

public

debate

about

the

Each of the twelve scientists interviewed for this study were asked about why they made
public comments, through the media, about the Gungahlin Drive Extension road. This was
aimed at gaining an understanding of their underlying motivation to be involved in a public
debate about a controversial environmental issue, and therefore their motivation to establish
a position in Canberra society and politics in 2004.

The majority of the scientists revealed they had strong personal views about the proposed
road, either by directly stating such or comments throughout the interview. All the
scientists, except one, were motivated by wishing to contribute their scientific expertise to
the debate. The exception is Dr Michael Mulvaney, who was not aware at the time of
agreeing to be part of the 'Scientists Speak' newspaper article that he would be quoted in
his role as a NSW Government-employed scientist. He was under the impression that he
would be quoted as a spokesperson for a community environment group he belongs to.
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For some of the scientists the combination of their personal and professional views was the
motivation for being involved in the media coverage. For example, Dr Su Wild River said
"I had personal reasons for being interested in the site and enough of a professional context
for it that I could justify being part of the media in that way." Dr Robert Heinsohn
expressed a similar position.
It was an issue of personal interest, I'm a Canberra resident and I live on
the northside and I value Canberra in its present form - the woodland and
nature reserve right in amongst the city - and was personally totally
opposed to what was going on. And Ifelt like I had something to say on the
scientific front as well, so I guess it became a natural thing to talk to the
reporters and give my opinion.
The personal motivations of the scientists did not only stem from their feelings as residents
of Canberra, but also from concerns about research activities at or near the road site.
Professor Geoff Wasteneys said
My public comments were partly inspired by a direct threat to future
research endeavours (not my own but future generations of scientists) by the
construction of the GDE [Gungahlin Drive Extension]...
A number of the scientists did not directly raise the issue of their research sites being
affected when asked about their motivation for being involved in the public debate. This is
despite being quoted in newspaper articles about their concerns that their research sites
were potentially going to suffer negative impacts due to the proximity of road construction.
In practice, some strong personal motivations relating to loss of research habitat were not
revealed in the interviews.

Some of the scientists were motivated to engage in the road controversy by a perceived
need to claim a role in the debate that reflected their status as scientists. This implied that
they distinguished scientists as having a privileged position compared to other players in
the debate. Professor Geoff Wasteneys said "...the government... were using
'pseudoscientists' - so-called environmental consultants...[who] put forward their own
very, very cursory assessments..." of potential environmental issues related to the road
siting. He further stated that
Importantly, the consultants' basis for recommendations was never subject
to peer review, which should involve independent scrutiny of their data,
interpretations and conclusions. Peer review is valued as an important
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process in science and... is often the only means to protect society against
false
claims...
and
...the blatant shut-out of informed scientists in the debate necessitated
media
attention.
Dr Allan Lohe, speaking as a scientist involved in the controversy rather than as the lobby
group spokesperson, also seemed to assign scientists an elevated position in terms of their
contribution to the debate.
...you have a group of highly educated people who have evaluated the
situation for themselves as they normally would in their own research or
their own science ...they are highly educated enough to be able to look at an
issue and evaluate it objectively and to make a logical conclusion and that's
what many of us did.
In contrast, to some extent a number of the scientists said they were not individually
motivated to be involved in the debate. Their involvement stemmed from external
circumstances, including pressure from colleagues and interest from the journalist, despite
their having underlying personal views about the road and scientific expertise to contribute.
For example, an environmental economist from the Australian National University
explained he had been part of an internal discussion and then collegiate commitment to
'speak out' about the Gungahlin Drive Extension, describing his involvement as "extremely
ad hoc... [and] not part of a media campaign". Dr Dean Rouse said a scientific colleague
"pushed me a bit to get involved...! believe without [the colleague] pushing me I wouldn't
have b e e n . . . " . Attention from the media triggered Dr Rod Peakall's involvement, he said
" . . . i n a sense it was just opportunistic because we didn't set out to do this...the media was
interested, we got the opportunity for a front cover story and so we just simply said, let's
take it."

Another indicator of scientists' motivation to be involved in Canberra society and politics
through the public debate about the Gungahlin Drive Extension, can be interpreted from
their responses to a question about who was the target audience for their comments. This
mostly confirmed their lack of clarity about their motivation to be part of the public debate.
The reason seems to be in line with the above, that in many cases their involvement was not
self-generated, but rather a response to colleagues or the approach from the journalist.
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A typical response from the scientists when asked who their target audience was for their
media comments came from Dr Robert Heinsohn who said
Very vague on that really, its the general public, but I felt that there were
scientific angles that might not be appreciated if scientific people did not
speak out so Ifelt like I had something to add. But the target audience was
the general public and the Canberra Times was the best organ to get it out
there.
Dr Michael Mulvaney also said he was targeting the general public by responding to letters
to the editor and said he was "also addressing my comments to the Government".

Only one of the scientists. Professor Geoff Wasteneys, was clear about whom he was
targeting and his overall motivation.
...the general public needs to be informed. So in that sense, going to the
media with a story, or becoming receptive to the media when asked for
information, is a form of getting information out to the public.
Through
public pressure, I was hoping a better debate could be achieved.

Some of the lack of motivation to be involved in public debates such as the Gungahlin
Drive Extension road project, was explained by two scientists to be due to lack of time and
priority in balance with their academic workload. An environmental economist from the
Australian National University said
/ would like to do more myself but I choose not to. Not because of feeling
any kind of fear or that it's not my place to, I suppose its just because it
takes so much time and planning and effort away from academic
research.
So that's why I generally don't get out and campaign on things that I might
otherwise feel quite motivated to, it's just not a high enough priority.
Dr Rod Peakall said that in relation to his participation in the public debate on the
Gungahlin Drive Extension road "There was no negativity associated with being involved
apart from the sheer cost of time."

There was no clear pattern of motivation, amongst the scientists interviewed, to be involved
in the public debate that is the subject of this case study. It is therefore difficult to draw any
inferences other than that scientists appear to consider participation in public debates on a
case-by-case basis, depending on factors such as the match between their expertise and the
subject matter, perceptions of the need to contribute scientific perspectives, balancing
personal views, time available, and collegiate support.
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T h e scientists expressed a range of views on their position in society and poHtics, f r o m
essential contributors to pubHc debates in order to provide objective information and
enhance the q u a h t y of discussion, to being considered as ordinary m e m b e r s of the general
c o m m u n i t y with personal interests about a local issue. Their lack of clear identification of
the target audience for their public c o m m e n t s may indicate a level of underlying
uncertainty about their social and political position.
Research question three
Research question three, about whether scientists' involvement in public debates is affected
by their relationship with the media, is explored through the interview comments from the
scientists and a journalist.
Scientist-media

relations

T h e media coverage of scientists' comments about the Gungahlin Drive Extension that
f o r m s the basis of this case study provides an opportunity to consider h o w relations
between scientists, journalists and the media affects scientist involvement in public debates.
These relationships have been the subject of considerable analysis by science
communication researchers in recent years, focused on perceived mistrust between the
parties and barriers to effective communication.

W h e n 1 asked Dr Paul Mees whether he thinks there is still an instinctive suspicion of the
media and journalism amongst academics, he said "Definitely yes. Oh yes I think that is
still quite strong. There is an awful lot of people whose immediate reaction if they get a
call from a journalist is not to return it."

T h e scientists indicated there is still considerable sensitivity amongst themselves about
misquoting and misrepresentation in the media, but many seem to accept the way the media
w o r k s and take a pragmatic approach to participation in media coverage. For example an
environmental economist f r o m the Australian National University said " Y o u ' l l be
misquoted, you'll be misunderstood, you'll be stupidly abbreviated etc and almost certainly
a w r o n g message will c o m e across, that's j u s t what y o u ' v e got to put up with." Similarly,
Dr Daniel R a m p said
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My own direct experience with dealing with the media has been a little bit up and
down in that I have become extremely skeptical of their motives and ethics at times
but it hasn't stopped me trying to promote science through the media.
Dr Robert Heinsohn expressed similar views, based on his experiences with the media, he
said
One of the real frustrations is the failure for journalists to report you
accurately. In a case there was a quote attributed to me on the front cover
of The Canberra Times which was actually a juxtaposition of two comments
I had made three hours apart so it was completely out of context and wasn 't
actually what I had said. Even good journalists tend to make a story out of
something. When they are reporting science stories it concerns me less that
they get it wrong, because it's the publicity that counts, but when you are
dealing with controversial issues [it's a different matter].
Dr Michael Mulvaney also indicated he has become pragmatic about media coverage of his
public comments, he said
I get quoted reasonably often and have just come to realise that details don 7
matter. The journalist will get the details wrong. It's the message that you want to
deliver, [e.g.] 'Yellow-box red gum is important', if you give them a list often
reasons why its important and they misquote you on five of those it doesn't really
matter its that higher message that's important. ...In that Gungahlin article it was
not what each individual was saying, the thing that they said that 20 scientists think
that the Gungahlin Drive Extension is a stupid thing to do - that was really the
message, not the detailed reasons ...Overall after a week, what do people
remember? They are not going to remember the details. So in some ways you just
have to accept there is going to be that loss of accuracy.
One of the scientists who expressed discomfort with engaging with the media in the
Gungahlin Drive Extension debate, Dr Su Wild River, outlined her vision for how she
would like to be represented in the media.
...my goal would actually be to make it into the media maybe five times in a whole
career and each of those five times to do a really good job of it. To have something
that was really well founded, very worth reporting and very carefully coordinated
and put together and very responsibly done with a goal in mind of moving things
forward. And obviously you need to also respond to a moment, when there is an
opportunity to put things in. But my vision of how to be in the media is to be very
careful about it...
This seems to be a suggestion for overcoming some of the issues outlined by other
scientists above, wherein a proactive rather than reactive approach to media engagement
may be an opportunity to overcome issues such as misquoting and misrepresentation.
Scientist-generated engagement with the media is more challenging in the context of
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current public debates where journalists will often be leading the process due to the
required currency of news material.

During public debates, scientists are competing with other players in society and politics to
have their views presented in the media. Journalist Rosslyn Beeby said that media coverage
of environmental issues sometimes gives preference to comments by conservation groups
over scientists.
I think a lot of scientists aren 't given the opportunity to make comments. ...in
coverage of some key environmental issues...some media outlets will go to the
conservation groups before they access or instead of accessing the expertise [of
scientists],
Rosslyn Beeby acknowledged that scientists retain a degree of cautiousness about engaging
with the media, but not in a blanket sense of the entire scientific community in all cases. "I
have always found scientists quite willing to talk to the media if they know they will get a
fair go."

Rosslyn Beeby also indicated that from a journalists' perspective, scientists are quite
'media savvy' when making public comments.
[Scientists] are very aware of what they can and can't say. If you have ever
interviewed scientists you know they will just nail it down and you can 7 budge them
outside their area of expertise. They are not someone like a celebrity who is going
to shoot their mouth off and say 'WelU'm passionate about saving rainforests and I
think this and this '...and making great sweeping statements. Scientists aren't like
that, they know exactly how far they are prepared to go.
The interviews with twelve scientists who were quoted in the 'Scientists Speak' newspaper
article is a somewhat skewed sample, as by default they agreed to participate in the media
coverage. It is therefore difficult to make any general observations about current attitudes
of scientists towards the media in cases of public debates, as there is no representation from
scientists who actively avoided this particular media scenario or other similar instances of
media coverage. Many of the scientists who participated in this article were only involved
due to direct approaches from the journalist, as discussed in the section on scientists'
motivation above. Again, this may be due to the particular circumstances of the case study,
where the protagonist was a local journalist who was personally known by many of the
scientists.
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In this particular case, the relationship between scientists, the journalists and the local
m e d i a s e e m s to be quite mature. While the scientists retain some mistrust of journalists and
the media, based on miscommunication and different w a y s of operating, they generally
expressed a level of k n o w l e d g e and acceptance about the way the media works. In a
similar way, on the part of the journalist in this case study, there is acceptance about the
way scientists engage with the media.
Research question four
Research question four, about the views of scientists, research institutions and the public on
scientist participation in public debates is considered by assessing views internal to science
and external to the science community.
Internal views on scientist involvement

in public

debates

All the scientists interviewed were asked whether their interaction with the media, in the
case of the key 'Scientists Speak' article and any other newspaper articles they were
involved in about the Gungahlin Drive Extension issue, resulted in any c o m m e n t s from
scientific peers. This w a s to gain an understanding of the views internal to the science
c o m m u n i t y about scientist involvement in public debates, including scientists' perceptions
about w h e r e their participation fits into current scientific culture and practice, and the
associated views and policies of their research institutions.

O n the whole, most of the scientists received positive feedback f r o m peers about their
involvement in the media coverage. For example. Professor G e o f f Wasteneys said that his
"peers were very supportive", so much so that he also said "I think my public c o m m e n t s
convinced other scientists...to also go public." Three other scientists advised that the
generally positive response f r o m peers were cloaked in humorous or sarcastic comments.
Dr Rod Peakall said "There w a s the odd snide c o m m e n t here and there, ' H e r e ' s our activist
rabble-raiser' sort of thing but that w a s done in good f u n . " Professor A n d r e w Cockburn
said " . . . t h e article which had a picture of m e . . . l e d to some hilarity...". An environmental
economist f r o m the Australian National University said he received c o m m e n t s such as "
' . . . s a w your face on the front page of Saturday F o r u m ' , they were sort of mildly
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cheering.. .mildly ironic, sort of 'got your publicity at last'.. .five minutes of fame - that
sort of stuff." He summarised by saying
Beyond the sort of mildly jocular there was probably a slight tone of
approval. I do not recall anyone cautioning me at all you know 'watch out
mate you might find your academic integrity is impuned by such casual
comments'. It was all fairly light hearted.
Only one scientist noted that reactions to his appearance in the 'Scientists Speak' article,
and others, were both positive and negative. Dr Robert Heinsohn said "On balance more
positive, one or two negatives thrown in. 1 think there is a diversity of opinion amongst
fellow academics and scientists about whether you should speak up on these things."
Another scientist supported this view that there are mixed views amongst scientists about
involvement in media coverage. Professor Henry Nix noted that he had didn't receive any
negative comments, "which 1 would have expected" and when 1 asked why, he agreed that
it was because some scientists feel there are risks or negatives associated with involvement
in this sort of media coverage.

Another scientist was clear that this instance of media comment was not analogous to
making media comments about research results, and therefore regarded by peers as a case
where there was greater latitude to engage in the public debate. Dr Dean Rouse said
/ think that people saw this more as a Canberra issue
certainly there is other science involved in other local
think if I was making statements straight to the media
with just research results which hadn't been published
would have got a bigger backlash on that.

to some de^ee and
community things. I
which was more to do
then I probably

The general lack of negative comments from scientific colleagues about the scientists'
involvement in media coverage about the Gungahlin Drive Extension debate could be seen
as indicating that the scientists themselves did not regard their participation as being
significantly outside currently accepted standards of behaviour as professional scientists.
On the other hand, some of the scientists' expression of cautiousness or regret about
making public comments could be seen as an indicator that they consider the standards
applying to this area of professional practice as still evolving and currently unclear. For
example, Dr Rod Peakall said he was "fairly cautious about buying into this a r g u m e n f as
his published research is not on conservation-related issues and study sites are only
indirectly impacted. Dr Dean Rouse explained his reservations about being involved in
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media coverage as being due to his view that "...obviously scientists have a tendency not to
speak out". Dr Su Wild River expressed regret at being involved in making public
comments - "I must say that when it actually came out [the newspaper article] I was
thinking ' O h G o d ' , I wouldn't have leapt at this chance and I don't think I'll do it again
soon."

The position taken by research institutions in relation to public comments by their
employed scientists also affects the perceived fit with professional scientific practice. A
number of scientists said that their research institutions were supportive of public
comments, such that it was seen as having a positive impact on their roles as professional
scientists. Dr Su Wild River from the Australian National University's Centre for Resource
and Environmental Sciences (CRES) said " W e are actively encouraged in CRES to put
things forward into the media." She pointed out that CRES has a dedicated space for
displaying newspaper cuttings and other instances of media coverage that features CRES
scientists, as a demonstration that these activities are applauded within the Centre. An
environmental economist from the Australian National University noted that their
employment contracts included a requirement 'to participate in outreach activities as
determined by the head of your organisation unit' which he interpreted as including public
comment. He added that

...there is a good deal ofpublic comment from my colleagues and that's
partly because we do see ourselves as having a role to engage in public
debate, it may even be written into our department's founding principles
...the general consensus view here is that it's perfectly OK and as I said
expected to engage in public debate.
Dr Rod Peakall, a scientist in the School of Botany and Zoology at the Australian National
University, explained that one of his colleagues had sought a formal university media
release to present his views and information about how the proposed road would impact on
his study site, but that advice from the university media liaison office was "no way, they
weren't prepared to back it...the university very very clearly in that case said ' w e are not
buying into the polities'".

The scientists interviewed were very aware of their institutional policies and positions in
relation to public comments, and how they compared with other research organisations.
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For example, three scientists at the Australian National University were aware they have a
greater capacity to engage in public debates without compromising their professional
standing than scientists at the CSIRO. For example, Dr Rod Peakall said "...CSIRO people
really are very disadvantaged in terms of being able to speak out." Professor Henry Nix
said
ANU has been pretty good, certainly in my term. I had a few raps over the
knuckles from up on high but CSIRO is appalling. ... You get more than a
rap over the knuckles if what you say appears to be counter to the
organi.sation's [CSIRO's] objectives, mission, whatever they like to call it.
Dr Dean Rouse also compared the policies of the two research organisations, he said
Fortunately in universities there is a tradition offreedom of speech but I
think in more rigid scientific places like CSIRO you might have to be even
more careful just to make sure your people perceive that your comment is
your personal comment and not a comment of the institution you work for.
Scientists appear to be weighing up the attitudes of colleagues and the policies and
practices of their institutions, when assessing whether making public comments, in the
context of media-based public debates, is appropriate to their role as professional scientists.
There is no consistent view amongst scientists themselves, nor their institutions, about
scientist engagement in public debates. Each case seems to be assessed against perceived
criteria, which may be ill-defmed or non-existent, about whether or not a scientist's
involvement in a public debate is positively or negatively judged within the science
community.
Externa!

views on scientist

invoivement

in public

debates

The scientists interviewed indicated they were very aware of potential impacts on their
external standing, that is, outside of scientific colleagues and their research institutions,
through engaging in public debates, particularly when environmental issues are the subject
matter of debate. Environmental debates are often characterised in the media as battles
between 'green vs anti-green' and scientists risk being categorised as one or the other
which can have a flow-on effect on their credibility amongst the general public.
The interviews revealed that the scientists gave careful consideration to how they would be
characterised as a player in the public debate about the Gungahlin Drive Extension road.
For example, Dr Rod Peakall said
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/ had thought very carefully about how much I wanted to be involved in this
sort of thing. [Based on a previous experience as a consultant where ]...if
they had seen me as being a greenie or as being essentially always a
scientific activist then I would have had no impact at all...they would have
ignored my advice. So there is a fine line being seen to be an activist and
being seen to be an expert.
Dr Paul Mees also considered the way scientists' roles in public debates can be
characterised, he said
I think you have to be careful not to cross the line and start using whatever
authority people imagine you have by virtue of your expertise to stray
outside that area [of scientific expertise], I think when we stray outside the
area of our expertise we should be talking as private citizens rather than as
experts.
Professor Henry Nix said that the environmental sciences have long struggled with the
issue of perceived neutrality and that it is a continuing and increasing challenge for the
scientists involved.
/ was Director of this Centre [CRES] /or 13-14 years and I had to strive
constantly not to be seen as green or brown but to maintain that very
difficult intermediate position
There was always that tension. But to go
either way would really destroy our credibility. It is very important for us to
be seen as a body that anybody could go to for research into a particular
problem and know that it would not be biased one way or the other, there
would be a balanced point of view. Very difficult, 1 think it is for all science
these days. More and more so. And it's frustrating ifyou really do feel
strongly about something.
Other scientists considered potential impacts on research funding if their reputations
become negatively affected by public comments. Professor Geoff Wasteneys said
Scientists in general are pretty tight lipped about their work, even to the
point of being secretive. You don't speak out unless you have a high degree
of confidence in what you are saying. Given that we are also supported
largely by the public purse, many scientists are aware that they stand to lose
their research funding if they make any false claims in public.
This consideration was confirmed by Dr Allan Lohe, spokesperson for the Save the Ridge
lobby group and employed as a scientist at CSIRO at the time of the 'Scientists Speak'
newspaper article. He explained that involvement in media coverage about the Gungahlin
Drive Extension came with the following caveat
...we were told that we could not mention CSIRO as being our employer.
And the reason was very simple, the admin people said to us that ifyou are a
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high profile person identified as a CSIRO scientist that is opposing
something the government is doing, it doesn'/ matter which government,
could jeopardise our funding.

that

These comments suggest that regardless of internal research organisation views and
policies on scientist engagement in public debates, there is a considerable degree of caution
generated by possible negative perceptions by research funders outside of the scientific
community.

The views of the general public on scientist involvement in public debates can be assessed
to a limited extent through responses to scientists in the media. The journalist who wrote
the 'Scientists Speak' article said she received positive feedback from readers o^The
Canberra Times about the role of scientists in the debate. Rosslyn Beeby said
The feeling I got with that piece was that people were actually heartened
that the scientists were making comment because otherwise they saw the
pictures of people chaining themselves to dozers and they were confused they thought well was this an issue that was being driven by university
students or people who were on the dole or professional agitators? And to
actually have a voice coming in over the top of that and saying look this has
huge implications for biodiversity ...its more reassuring to people that there
is a depth of feeling and detail to an issue than just people standing in front
of a bulldozer and saying don't knock down trees...
More generally, Rosslyn Beeby considers scientists to be highly regarded commentators by
readers of The Canberra Times newspaper. She said "I think there is a general public
perception that those scientists are incredibly dedicated, incredibly ethical...so there was a
sense from some people who rang me that here was a body of trusted opinion."

Given the high level of media coverage featuring scientists' comments about the Gungahlin
Drive Extension it is not surprising that there was reaction from readers of The Canberra
Times, and some felt strongly enough to write letters to the editor. Letters expressed both
positive and negative reactions to the comments by scientists. In the case of the majority of
positive comments, letter writers used the scientists' arguments to support their own points
of view. Despite positive feedback about the scientists' role in the debate received by the
journalist, the 24 April 2004 article 'Scientists Speak', also triggered a flurry of letters to
the editor that were highly critical of the comments by scientists.
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T h e f o l l o w i n g a r e s o m e a b r i d g e d e x a m p l e s o f letters t o t h e e d i t o r in

The Canberra Times.

TABLE 5

Examples of Letters to the Editor
Date
Page no.
Author, suburb

Editor's headline
on Letter

Extracted text

23 March 2004
p. 12
Sue Palmer, Calwell

Habitat destruction
should embarrass us
all

Dr Olsen has presented us with evidence of the habitation
of the owls in the area and we can now witness the
destruction of this habitat first-hand. O n e wonders what is
the point of ecological studies when governments ignore
the findings.

21 April 2004
p. 18
Philippa Rowland,
Deakin
27 April, 2004
p. 12
John Bennett,
Nicholls

We stand to lose a
precious thing

The many scientists speaking out are testimony to the
importance of these areas of native bushland for the
regional conservation of several plant and bird species.

Scientists sound
more like 'Chicken
Littles'

What these 20 scientists say about the likely impact of the
G D E is either exaggerated nonsense or simply misleading
... According to the 20 scientists... this relatively
piddling piece of road construction in the middle of the
capital of Australia is likely to result in the end of worldclass science as w e know it....

27 April, 2004
p. 12
Murray Upton,
Nicholls

It's a bit late in the
day

1, along with many other Gungahlin residents, am
outraged and disgusted by the absolute nonsense being
purveyed by the Nimbies portrayed in the Saturday
Forum article... 1 am amazed at the absurdity of the
statements claimed to have been made. "One of the
greatest scientific laboratories in the w o d d " will be lost
. . . C o m e off it you lot.

27 April, 2004
p. 12
Robin Parisotto,
Chisholm

Gungahlin being
held to ransom *

Why is the economic well-being of Gungahlin residents
being held to ransom by minority groups such as these
scientists w h o have c o m e across as being self-interested,
self-serving and self-preserving?

4 May 2004
p. 10
Keith Thomas,
Ainslie

G D E : the new
challenge

Scientists and environmentalists are depicted as living in
cloud cuckoo land when they claim the G D E threatens
biodiversity. ...These arguments are reinforced by the
knowledge, beliefs and self-interests that underlie
participants' positions.

6 May 2004
p. 14
Glenn Walker,
Dickson

Hollow rhetoric

E N O U G H of the shallow sustainability rhetoric, Mr
Stanhope! [ACT Chief Minister], If you are so
committed to protecting Canberra's woodlands and dry
forests then why ignore 150 plus key Canberra scientists'
concerns about paving through a key ecological site (the
GDE)?

* Full c o p y o f letter at A p p e n d i x 5
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Date
Page no.
Author, suburb
14 May 2004
p. 16
Kevin Cox,
Ngunnawal

Editor's headline
on Letter

Extracted text

Propaganda on GDE
- again

THE HEADLINE "GDE will pave over a unique fungi
species" (CT Opinion, May 13, pi7)... It is unfortunate
The Canberra Times continues to run this form of
political propaganda in the guise of a scientific article
with a misleading headline. It is most unlikely that the
GDE will pave over any unique species.

While it is not possible to comprehensively interpret readers' underlying views on
scientists' role in the Gungahlin Drive Extension debate, as these letter writers were not
interviewed for this study, the letters do contain some interesting data. The negative letters
are indicative of the difference in perspective between the speakers and their audience in
this instance of communication through the media. The scientists, as revealed by their
comments in the interviews, felt they were contributing scientific information and
perspectives to the debate, while some of the readers of the newspaper interpreted their
contributions as self-serving. The negative letters indicate that those readers did not accept
the scientists' statements and regarded them as not entirely credible, calling into question
the expertise and objectivity of the scientists themselves. The fact that some of the letters
were positive about the contribution of the scientists reveals that there was a range of
interpretation amongst readers, and that some accepted the comments and information
provided by the scientists and regarded them as credible statements of fact and/or truth.

Based on scientists' own perceptions and evidence from the media coverage it seems that
scientists have to weigh up the potential for a number of possible outcomes when
considering whether making public comments will affect their standing outside their
research institutions. These range from potential reductions in research funding if funding
bodies react negatively, reduction in status as a scientific expert, and reduction in trust by
the general community. Conversely, positive reactions to public comments by scientists
could result in increased funding and increased status amongst the general public.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This chapter provides some conclusions, including discussion of findings in response to the
research questions, limitations, and recommendations for further study and scientific
practice.

Discussion in response to the research questions
Research question one
is there a scientific professionai standard or norm relating to scientists
engaging in public debates in Australia?

The literature review revealed that there is no current code of practice, standard or norm for
the broad profession of science that specifically covers the participation of scientists in
public debates. In contrast, there are specific organisational policies, such as the C S I R O
policy and similar guidelines in other Australian research institutions, that define quite
precisely what scientists can and cannot do in relation to public comment. The literature
suggests that while the external communications of scientists are a hot topic for science
policy-makers, it is unlikely that a general standard that defines boundaries and appropriate
circumstances for scientist engagement in public debates will ever be developed given the
range of views amongst scientists, research institutions, policy-makers and other
researchers concerned with scientific ethics and practice. Efforts to develop professional
standards and codes of conduct for science are continuing at the same time as questions are
being raised about whether such broad policies are appropriate at all.

Research findings through the case study confirmed the understanding gained from the
literature. It w a s found that existing scientific professional standards are not uniformly
understood or applied, based on the case study e x a m p l e of the scientific norm to publish in
peer-reviewed j o u r n a l s before m a k i n g public comments. N o n e of the scientists interviewed
indicated that they took that particular scientific norm into consideration w h e n deciding
whether to participate in the public debate about the Gungahlin Drive Extension road. The
scientists also did not refer to any other specific scientific codes of practice when
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discussing issues relating to the appropriateness of their roles in the debate, a h h o u g h they
did consider the overall fit within the current culture of science in Australia.

Research question two
Do scientists have a dear position in Australian society and politics when they
are participants

in public

debates?

T h e literature suggests that there is broad acceptance amongst scientists that they bear some
social responsibility to participate in society, with public debates being one mode of
participation. Involvement in politics, via public debates, was more contentious, with the
literature indicating it is still a minefield f o r scientists. Scientists are considering internal
and external j u d g e m e n t s on their objectivity, status and appropriate role in politics before
engaging in political debate.

The research findings uncovered a range of motivations for the scientists in the case study
to participate in the public debate about the proposed road in Canberra. While some
scientists were clearly motivated and therefore proactive about their participation, others
were unclear about their motivations and only engaged in a reactive fashion. This suggests
that, again, there w a s no consistent view amongst the scientists about where they fit in
society and politics.

T h e case study did find consistency amongst the scientists when it came to the general
opinion that scientists should engage in public debates, this is despite the above finding that
this v i e w is not supported by any particular professional standard or norm. While there was
general agreement that yes, scientists should participate in public debates, the scientists
expressed a cautious approach and a range of views on appropriate roles and circumstances.

T h e interviews uncovered an interesting difference between the scientists' expressed
extrinsic motivations to engage in the public debate and the strong personal motivations
that w e r e revealed through the media data. While it was k n o w n that a number of the
scientists had significant research sites that were potentially going to s u f f e r adverse effects
f r o m the construction of the road, they did not generally state this in the interviews. They
instead focused on their motivation to make a scientific contribution to Canberra society
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and politics. This motivation was associated with another understated, yet obhquely
divulged, impetus to be part of the public debate which related to a belief on the part of
some of the scientists that they had a greater legitimacy or stronger claims to express
informed opinions than some other players in the road controversy.

The lack of identification of audience for many of the scientists' public comments
suggested that not only was there no consistency of opinion about their position in society
and politics, but also no clarity about the role their participation in the debate would play.
This is surprising given the conviction with which many of the scientists expressed the
view that they should be involved in public debates, it reinforces the degree of uncertainty
amongst the scientists about their position in Australian society and politics.
Research question three
Is scientists' involvement

in public debates affected by their relationship

with

the media?

The literature indicated that in some cases scientists and journalists are working together to
present scientific information and opinions associated with environmental issues to the
public. In other cases scientists and journalists are clashing and this in itself generates
media interest. Existing relationships between scientists and journalists can improve access
to the media for scientists and their level of satisfaction with their media coverage.

The Australian example of The Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists is one
contemporary case of scientists and journalists working together, and the second example
of media coverage about the state of the Great Barrier Reef is a case of where scientists and
journalists clashed. Both scenarios led to extensive media coverage.

The research findings indicate that some mistrust between scientists, and the media and
journalists, remains but is being overtaken by pragmatism on the part of scientists who
expressed a willingness to work with the media and a necessity to do so despite
acknowledging problems relating to misquoting and misrepresentation. The case study
showed that for some of the scientists involved in media coverage about the Gungahlin
Drive Extension road, an existing relationship with the local journalist was key to
facilitating their participation.
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Research question four
What are the views and understandings
the public

on these

of scientists,

research

institutions

and

matters?

The Australian examples in the literature were informative for this question. The members
of the Wentworth Group, w h o are primarily high-profile and well respected scientists, have
actively and deliberately stimulated public debate about a range of natural resource
m a n a g e m e n t issues. They are promulgating the view that this is the way scientists should
behave, but not all their scientific colleagues agree. The general public also expressed
mixed v i e w s about their activities.

The second Australian example, about the state of the Great Barrier Reef, confirmed this, as
it represents another case where some scientists are actively and deliberately stimulating
public debate while others are highly critical of these activities. Their research institutions
expressed caution and some commentators from outside science were openly critical about
scientists 'speaking out'.

T h e policies of research institutions indicate that they desire a clearly articulated position in
relation to when and h o w their employed scientists should engage in public debates.
Despite this, the recent friction over the C S I R O public c o m m e n t policy indicates this is still
an area o f some contention within research organisations and amongst those w h o have an
interest in their activities such as science journalists and subject-related lobby groups.

T h e case study research found that inside the scientific c o m m u n i t y there were no consistent
views on the appropriateness of engaging in public debates. Scientists were generally
positive about doing so but with caveats, based on awareness of their research institution's
policies and the possibility of negative responses from the public or f u n d i n g bodies.

T h e research revealed a range of views amongst the Canberra general public who
responded to scientists' c o m m e n t s about the case study situation through letters to the
editor. The letters included accusations that the scientists were not objective and were
being self-serving through their participation in the Gungahlin Drive Extension debate, to
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expressions of appreciation for their scientific contributions. This is in contrast to the key
joumaHst who considered feedbacic from the public to be primarily positive about the
scientists' role in that debate.

Limitations
The generality and representativeness of the study findings are limited by the scope of the
study and methodological factors.

The wider views about scientists and public comments held by the Australian general
public, and other sectors such as governments, are still to be determined as this study was
limited to the Canberra community. The reactions of the Canberra public, as observed
through letters to the editor, could not be seen as a representative sample of public opinion
on the issue, as the letters were selected and edited by the editor of The Canberra

Times.

The views of scientists gained through the case study are of limited representativeness as
they were not a random sample of scientists in the case study setting of Canberra. The
scientists were to some extent both self-selected, and selected by the media and key
journalist, for participation in the research interviews as they had previously agreed to take
part in the key newspaper source article.

Recommendations
More conclusive analysis of the changing culture of science in Australia, in relation to
scientists participating in public debates, would be possible through further studies based
on a broader range of scientists, including scientists from many different research
disciplines. Focus groups with a number of scientists, rather than only one-on-one
interviews might also reveal a greater depth of thinking about current scientific
communication practice.

Comparative case studies of scientists who have engaged in public debates about a wide
range of topics, in different settings, would also provide more scope for conclusive
findings.
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It is recommended that research institutions continue to update their policies on public
comments by scientists in line with the changing culture and practice of the scientific
profession.

it is further recommended that scientists consider their research institution's policies and
the attitudes of their colleagues about engaging in public debates, such that they are
prepared for approaches by the media, in many cases an invitation or opportunity to
comment publicly about an issue will be made with a short timeframe, dictated by the pace
of the news media, and not be sufficient to allow for consultation and assessment of
whether involvement in media coverage is appropriate.

Concluding remarks
The culture of science in relation to the way in which professional scientists communicate
with the public is in a dynamic state. At the commencement of this study the researcher put
forward the idea that scientists may have gone from fairly rigid professional standards
relating to external communications, to a state of confusion about communications today.
This study has revealed that rather than confusion, there is a community of scientists that is
marked not by conformity but by regular development of new ideas and individuals who
are willing to challenge the status quo. This indicates that the professional culture of
science is actively evolving.

It will be interesting to observe trends in scientist participation in public debates over the
coming years and decades. Based on the findings in this study, it would seem likely that
more and more scientists will be actively engaged in society and politics by deliberately
becoming players in debates about current issues with a scientific angle to explore. It is less
clear whether the position of scientists in Australian society and politics has the potential to
become more clearly delineated, given that scientists themselves hold a diversity of
opinions about their relative status as expert commentators in relation to other members and
sectors of the general community.

The response from journalists and the media generally will also be worth observing, as
scientists may need to be careful about their involvement in politics in order to retain their
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somewhat privileged status as expert spoi<espeople. Changes in the position of scientists in
society and politics may prompt research institutions to revise their policies about how and
when scientists are sanctioned to make public comments about current issues. And the
public may come to appreciate scientists' role in public debates as a necessary, expected
and value-adding component, or alternately, as yet another voice with vested interests.
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Appendix 1
Newspaper article

Headline:
Date:
Newspaper:
Author:

Scientists speak
24 April 2004
The Canberra Times, pp. B1-B2
Rosslyn Beeby

SATURDAY FORLJM
THE C A N B E R R A T I M E S

S A T U R D A Y A P R I L 24 2004

B3

PLAN OF
ATTACK

Andrew Fraser reviews
Bob Woodward's

people voted to
find the world's
best airline

B5

Anthony Sharwood talk;
to the Australian-born
wife of Xanana Gusmac

people voted to
find the world's
best airline

B5 4

Anthony Shanwood talk
to the Australian-born
wife of X a n a n a Gusmai

Scientists spealc
Rosslyn Beeby reports
powerful arguments
against the Gungahlin
Drive extension.

T

^ HRY'VE been called a selfish,
conceited minority group of
NlMBYs(notinmyback
yard) who are preventing the
development of Canberra's

future.

This week ACT Planning Minister
Simon Corbell accused opponents of the
Gungahlin Drive extension — a group
oQinA nf Aimlralifl'c!

scientists — of''making up facts" to
support their position.
Chief Minister Jon Stanhope has also
lashed out at scientists opposing the
proposed $71 million freeway linking
the Barton Highway and Tuggeranong
Parkway, declaring "the greatest
continuing scar on Black Mountain
nature reserve is where the CSIRO is
now".
Stanhope's comments were made
after a petition signed by 150 scientists
from Canberra's leading research
institutions — including CSIRO — was
delivered to his office.
Not since the campaign to stop
construction of Tasmania's Gordonbelow-Franklin dam in the early 198()s
has an Australian environmental issue
attracted such a solid — and
intellectually formidable — powerhouse
of scientific opposition.

Black Mountain may not be a pristine
wilderness — in fact, it was previously
cleared for agriculture — but scientists
say decades of research show it is an
area of high ecological value that should
be protected from urban development.

'We will lose one of the
greatest scientific
laboratories in the
world.'
— Professor Andrew
Cockburn

Save the Ridge, the loose-knit
coalition fighting to stop the proposed
freeway, had its origins in science, when
seven people met in plant biochemist

Greg Tanner's lounge room in October
1999 to map out a campaign. Despite
assertions by the ACT Government that
Canberra's scientists have only recently
begim to voice objections to the GDE, the
scientists can point to a voluminous trail
of letters and submissions which show
they have been visible and highly vocal
on the issue for six years.
Many of Austraha's internationally
acknowledged scientists—Andrew
Cockburn, Rob Heinsohn and Jerry
Olsen—have used Black Mountain as
" a living laboratory". Some are now
arguing that Black Mountain should be
protected as a "living science heritage
site" due to its role in advancing
international scientific knowledge.
Scientists opposing the GDE include:
Professor A n d r e w Cockburn: head of
ANU School of Botany and Zoology,
Cockbum's research has been

published throughout the world and his
study of Canberra's fairy wrens is
regarded as a classic work on animal
behaviour. He had been awarded a
$1.5 million research grant to study
bird-breeding behaviour, but the GDE
will carve through his study site. " W e
will lose one of the greatest scientific
laboratories in the world."
Professor Henry Nix: president of
Birds Australia, and recently named by
the Bulletin as one of Australia's Smart
100. The author of over 100 scientific
papers on land management, he says
the GDFi will reduce the number and
diversity of Canberra's birds. " I f the
road is built, we won't see as much bird
life in our suburbs."
Dr Paul Mees: lecturer in transport
and land-use planning at Melbourne
University and former ANU researcher.

Continued on Page B2.

seven called
to speak up
for MacGill

Scientists spell out urgent reasons not to build the GDE
Continued from Page B l .
He won a Royal Australian Planning
Institute a w a r d for his book on publict r a n s p o r t m a n a g e m e n t . He says the
GDE is an environmentally
unsustainable p l a n n i n g decision. "The
road is u n n e c e s s a r y — t h e r e a r e much
s m a r t e r planning alternatives."
D r Peggy Rismiller: the world's top
authority on echidnas a n d w i n n e r of an
international science a w a r d for h e r
research. She voiced concerns to the
Government about the impact of the
GDE on Black Mountain's echidnas
some y e a r s ago. Roadkill is a m a j o r
t h r e a t to Australia's echidnas a n d she
believes the GDE will decimate local
populations. "Building a m a j o r road
right through the middle of their
habitat is going to put serious p r e s s u r e s
on C a n b e r r a ' s e c h i d n a s . "
Dr Rod Peakall: Associate Professor
of Botany, ANU, whose u s e of orchids
on Black Mountain to study sexually
deceptive pollination recently gained
international recognition. He will lose
vital r e s e a r c h sites if the GDE is built.
" T h e Government's lack of concern for
the impact of this road on Australian
r e s e a r c h is astonishing."

Or G r e g T a n n e r : plant biochemist at
CSIRO Plant Industry, working on
protein purification. He organised the
first Save the Ridge meeting and was
the group's first president. He believes
the road will destroy one of C a n b e r r a ' s
best and most-used recreational areas,
"It will be a dreadfully destructive
road. T h e r e a r e f a r bettor transport
options that have not been
considered."
Dr Denis S a u n d e r s ; m e m b e r of the
Australian Heritage Council and
Wentworth Group of Concerned
Scientists, f o r m e r principal CSIRO
scientist, editor of the international
j o u r n a l Landscape and Urban Planning
and recipient of n u m e r o u s a w a r d s for
biodiversity conservation. He h a s
spoken out on u r b a n land clearing in
Canberra, dismissing the GDE a s "lazy
and unsustainable u r b a n planning,
taking the easy option of carving
through the b u s h . "
P r o f e s s o r Geoff Wasteneys:
h e a d h u n t e d early this year from ANU
to become r e s e a r c h chair in Plant Cell
Biology at the University of British
Columbia in Canada. He w a s heading a
multi-million-dollar r e s e a r c h project at
ANU using Black Mountain's orchids to

A

pioneer development of hybrid crop
seeds for sustainable agriculture in
developing countries. Describes his
d e p a r t u r e as a " b r a i n drain to the ACT
economy in t e r m s of lost r e s e a r c h
potential" and h a s switched to using
Canadian alpine plants for his
research. "At least the Government
here recognises the value of its native
habitats for scientific discovery."
Dr Dean Rouse: molecular biologist,
ANU, whose work on plant genetics is
recognised internationally. He recently
compiled a scientific checklist of native
orchids on Black Mountain which
shows some 60 species a r e at risk if the
GDE is built. "They can't be d u g up and
relocated. They will be lost, gone
forever if this road is buiU."
Dr Libby Robin: author a n d
environmental historian. She won the
Victorian P r e m i e r ' s inaugural sciencewriting prize and is an authority on
Australian environmental politics and
policy. "Black Mountain should be
protected as p a r t of the city's scientific
heritage."
Dr Allan Lohe: widely published
molecular geneticist, now at CSIRO
Plant Industry, but previously worked

in the US at Harvard a n d Stanford
universities. He is chair of a n d
s p o k e s m a n for Save the Ridge. " T h e
Government continues to
m i s u n d e r s t a n d opposition to the GDE.
They simply should not be bulldozing
through a designated n a t u r e r e s e r v e . "
Dr Rob Heinsohn: conservation
biologist. ANU. Made world headlines
a n d the cover olNew Scientist with his
discovery (made on Black Mountain)
that white-winged choughs kidnap
" h e l p e r s " to feed nesting young. He
says m a t h e m a t i c a l modelling shows the
GDE will wipe out Black Mountain's
choughs within 50 y e a r s . "They a r e
very susceptible to roadkill a n d will not
survive fi-agmentation of h a b i t a t . "
D r J a c k Fezzey: environmental
policy expert, ANU, f o r m e r economic
adviser to the British D e p a r t m e n t of
Environment. He says building n e w
f r e e w a y s is uneconomic a n d will
exacerbate Canberra's unsustainable
d e p e n d e n c e on c a r s . " T h e r e a r e more
suitable, less polluting alternatives t h a t
have not b e e n considered."
Dr Daniel R a m p : e x p e r t on roadkill
c a u s e s a n d prevention. University of
NSW. He advised the ACT Government
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that fencing a n d low speed limits for
the GDE were n e c e s s a r y to prevent
kangaroo collisions. " It will lead to a
big increase in wildlife roadkill a s well
as a higher risk of h u m a n fatalities."
J e r r y Olsen: r a p t o r expert.
University of C a n b e r r a . I le h a s studied
birds of prey on Black Mountain for
over a decade a n d published six books
and over 70 scientific p a p e r s . T h e GDE
will destroy a huge n u m b e r of the
nesting sites he h a s monitored and
affect continuity of his r e s e a r c h . "It's
heartbreaking. These forests a r e
glorious and should be t r e a s u r e d . "
Dr Su Wildriver: expert on local
government adoption a n d u s e of
environmental initiatives. ANU. She
has studied a n d advised on
environmental protection in Australian
cities. "Building n e w freeways is never
a solution. Other cities like Paris.
London and New York are m a k i n g
public transport m o r e appealing."
Dr David Bagnall: senior plant
biologist with CSIRO Plant Industry. He
joined Save the Ridge in October 1999
and assisted with early submissions
opposing the GDE. "We don't have a
p r o p e r environmental-impact

statement a n d the Government h a s
broken a previous promise not to build
the road. It's a s simple as t h a t . "
E s t e b a n F u e n t e s : international
r e s e a r c h student from Mexico's
National CoimcU of Science a n d
Technology. He is studying C a n b e r r a ' s
birds of prey in collaboration with J e r r '
Olsen at University of Canberra. "This"
place is s p e c i a l — w h e r e do you get
another city in the world that h a s 11
species of birds of prey nesting so close
to the centre of the city?"
Dr Rod ToUey: f o u n d e r of Britain's
Centre for Alternative a n d Sustainable
Transport, director of Walk 21, which
advises governments on how to get
people walking a n d cycling in cities. He
was guest s p e a k e r at a recent Save the
Ridge forum on public transport. " T h e
solution is to c h a n g e our car-dependent
behaviour."
Dr Michael Mulvaney: botanist and
national weed-control expert, NSW
Parks Service. He founded the a w a r d winning Red Hill Regenerators which
h a s restored 3 0 0 h a of C a n b e r r a ' s
native yellow-box woodlands. "I think
it's fair enough to have a n expectation
that the n a t u r e parks we all love will be
protected."

Big groups little help in
matters like the ridge
Groups like Save the Ridge Inc are the bold
new face of environmental activism in Australia,
according to author and academic Sharon
Beder.
Highly educated, articulate and skilled in
using the Internet to build networks and swap
tactical information, they are unencumbered by
the political and corporate obligations that have
stymied the effectiveness of mainstream
conservation organisations
"The big environment groups have become
hierarchical and bureaucratic and are more
concerned with growth and public Image than
achieving social change," says Beder,
Professor of Social Sciences at the University of
Wollongong and author of Global Spin: The
Corporate Assault on Environmentalism.
Governments and global corporations have
i/ironmental study trips, conference
invitations, consultancies, grants and positions
on boards and policy committees as a way of
"greenwashlng" their public image. Small
community action groups have taken over the
vacant role of uncompromising eco-activists.
"The mainstream groups are now less
relevant and capable of driving social change,"
Beder says. "They have been colonised by
economic rationalism and try to avoid being
associated with radical action by talking about
the need to prioritise their environmental
concerns and resources."
Despite website rtietoric about "saving
s p i l e s and spaces" and opposing clean
native habitat, none of Australia's major
consen/ation groups have spoken out publicly In
support of the Save the Ridge campaign.
Australian Conservation Foundation
president Don Henry sent a letter to ACF
supporters in the ACT stating, "Peter Ganett
and I are both concemed about the impact [the

GDE] would have on O'Connor Ridge and on
Canbena's reputation as the bush capital" and
urging them to write to local politicians.
An ACF spokesperson said land clearing was
"winding down as an Issue and our new focus is
on rivers".
A spokesperson from the Wildemess
Society's national office In Canben-a said the
organisation "tended to think at a landscape
scale" and was currently focused on saving
Tasmania's Tarkine wildemess. "We don't get
Involved In the little, local stuff like this road. It's
not on our radar," he said.
World Wildlife Fund's Australian campaign
director. Glen Klatovsky, said the organisation
had "limited resources" and "could not do a
huge amount" to support Save the Ridge.
Humane Society International campaigner
Nicola Benyon said, "If there are any threatened
species involved then we would be keen to help,
but there's very little we can offer."
But two Wildemess Society campaigners are
now in the US "developing really Important
International networks for a proposed
"visionary plan to re-wild Australia".
WWF Australia has millions in its campaign
coffers, bolstered by lottery funds from the
Netherlands. HSI receives s^nsorshlp from
many companies, including Bollinger, Alannah
Hill and Carlton and Unlted^Breweries.
But, as Beder points out, groups like Save the
Ridge are not weighted down by the
expectations of sponsors or the need to hire
marketing or communication directors to glossup their public Image to attract funding.
'They are using the Internet to drive change,
and they are going to be the ones who really
make a difference because they are genuinely
committed," she said.
— ROSSLYN BEEBY
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH OFFICE

CANBERRA ACT 0200 AUSTRALIA
TELEPHONE;(02) 6125 7945

Ms Yolanda Shave

FACSIMILE: (02)6125 4807
EMAIL: Yolanda.Shave@ajiu.edu.au

Secretao'. Human Research Ethics Committee

8 November 2004
Ms Anna-Lisa Hayes
Centre for the Public Awareness of Science
Faculty of Science
The Australian National University
ACT 0200

Dear Ms Hayes,

Protocol 2004/304
'The greenish grey area between science communication and scientists who lobby for the environment'

On behalf of the Human Research Ethics Committee I am pleased to advise that the above protocol has been
approved as per the attached Outcome of Consideration of Protocol.

For your information:
1. Under the NHMRC/AVCC National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans we
are required to follow up research that we have approved. Once a year (or sooner for short projects) we
shall request a brief report on any ethical issues which may have arisen during your research and whether
it proceeded according to the plan outlined in the above protocol.
2. Please notify the Committee of any changes to your protocol in the course of your research, and when
you complete or cease working on this project.
3. The validity of this current approval is five years' maximum from the date shown on the attached
Outcome of Consideration of Protocol form. For longer projects you are required to seek renewed
approval from the Committee.
Yours sincerely,

Ms Yolanda Shave
Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE

Outcome of Consideration of Protocol

Researcher: Ms Anna-Lisa Hayes
Contact details: Postgraduate Student, Centre for the Public Awareness of Science, Faculty
of Science
Protocol No. 2004/304
Title: 'The greenish grey area between science communication and scientists who lobby for
the environment'
Date on application: 1 October 2004 Date received in Research Services Office: 1
October 2004

On behalf of the Human Research Ethics Committee,
^ p p r o ^ d e not approve the above protocol.

Approval is subject to the following conditions:

Reasons for non-approval:

Review due:
Chairperson:

Date:
Prof Lawrence Cram

. l l n A l .

15 Clisby Close
COOK ACT 2614
Tel: 6251 4995
[date]
[Name]
[Position]
[Address]

Dear
I am a postgraduate student from the Centre for Public Awareness of Science at the
Australian National University. 1 am currently completing a masters thesis about science
communication and the changing culture of science. In particular, I am interested in
examples of scientists using the media to communicate their views about controversial
environmental issues to target audiences.
1 would like to interview you to further understand the interaction between scientists,
journalists and lobby groups in communicating such issues through the media.
Participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at any time. The interview
should take approximately 15 minutes and may be taped.
Information obtained from the interview may be published in my masters thesis, and
potentially journal and media articles. Following the interview, I will seek your written
consent prior to publishing any of your comments and/or name. All notes and tapes
from interviews will be securely stored in locked filing cabinets, and any notes recorded
on computer will be protected by computer password.
If you have any concerns about the research, you may contact the Human Research
Ethics Committee, which has approved this research:
Secretary (Human Ethics Officer)
Human Research Ethics Committee
Research Office
Chancelry lOB
The Australian National University, ACT, 0200
Tel: 02 6125 7945 Fax: 02 6125 4807 Email: Human.Ethics.Officer@anu.edu.au
If you have further questions about the research, please call me on 6251 4995, or email
me at anna-lisa.hayes@anu.edu.au.
Yours sincerely

Anna-Lisa Hayes
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INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

I,
agree to be interviewed Anna-Lisa Hayes
regarding my role as a [scientist/journalist/lobby groups spokesperson] in the case study
about media coverage of scientists' views on the Gungahlin Drive extension.
1 have read and understand the following information:
1. The interviews will contribute to research about science communication and the
changing culture of science, in particular, examples of scientists using the media to
communicate views about controversial environmental issues to target audiences.
2.

Participation is voluntary and interviewees are free to withdraw at any time.

3. The research will contribute to a masters thesis and publications associated with this
thesis.
4.

The comments and names of interviewees will be included in published work only
when written consent is provided.

5.

All raw data from interviews will be securely stored in locked filing cabinets and on
password protected computer.

6.

Further questions about the research may be directed to:
Anna-Lisa Hayes
15 Clisby Close
C O O K A C T 2614
Tel: 02 6251 4995
Email: anna-lisa.hayes@anu.edu.au

7. Concerns about the research may be directed to the Human Research Ethics
Committee, care of:
Secretary (Human Ethics Officer)
Human Research Ethics Committee
Research Office
Chancelry lOB
The Australian National University, ACT, 0200
Tel: 02 6125 7945
Fax: 02 6125 4807
Email: Human.Ethics.Officer@anu.edu.au

Signed

Date
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

N A T I O N A L C E N T R E FOR T H E PUBLIC A W A R E N E S S OF SCIENCE

Telephone:+61 2 6125 0498

PHYSICS LINK BUILDING 38A

Facsimile:

A U S T R A L I A N N A T I O N A L UNIVERSITY

Email: cpasfaianuedu au

C A N B E R R A ACT 0200

http://www.cpas.anu.edu.au

+61 2 6125 8991

[date]

Dear
Thank you for participating in the interview for my ANU Masters research on [date]. As
advised at the time of the interview, I am seeking your written consent to pubhsh your
comments and name in my thesis.
A full transcript of the interview is also attached. 1 have highlighted text which may be
included in the main body of my thesis, as part of the research findings.
Please review the transcript for correctness and appropriateness. Mark any edits required on
the hard copy, or I can email you an electronic version if you would prefer to edit it
electronically. My email address is anna-lisa.hayes@anu.edu.au .
Also attached is a Publication Consent Form that indicates you are giving me permission to
publish your comments in my thesis. Note that it provides an opportunity to specify how
you would like to be identified and/or have your identity protected.
I have enclosed a stamped addressed envelope to assist with returning the form and
transcript.
Again, thank you very much for contributing to this research. Please do not hesitate to
contact me by email, in the first instance, if you would like to discuss the transcript or
publication of your comments in my thesis.
If you have any concerns about this research, you may also contact the A N U ' s Human
Research Ethics Committee, which has approved the research methodology:
Secretary (Human Ethics Officer)
Human Research Ethics Committee
Research Office
Chancelry I OB
The Australian National University, ACT, 0200
Tel: 02 6125 7945 Fax: 02 6125 4807 Email: Human.Ethics.Officer@anu.edu.au

Yours sincerely
Anna-Lisa Hayes
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PUBLICATION CONSENT FORM
I,

, agree that my comments, as per the attached

interview transcript, can be pubHshed in Anna-Lisa Hayes' masters thesis.

These comments may be pubhshed
•

attributed to me by name (as specified below), OR

•

not attributed to me by name.

Tick one box as applicable.

Name to be included
These comments should be attributed to me exactly as follows:
Title:
Name:
Position/job title:
Organisation:
Complete/leave blank as applicable to specify which of the above categories you wish
to be included when comments are attributed to you.
OR
Name to remain confidential
These comments should be attributed as follows:

Please indicate an appropriate descriptor for yourself that protects your privacy.

Signed

Date
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Appendix 3
Examples of full transcripts off interviews
•
•

Email interview with Professor Geoff Wasteneys
Telephone interview with Dr Allan Lohe
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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
Interviewee: Professor Geoff Wasteneys
Interviewer: Anna-Lisa Hayes, ANU student - Masters of Scientific
Communication
Interview on 17 July 2005 by email correspondence.
Coding
Normal text: interviewee's words
Grayscale text: interviewer's words

What cveiUs or c o m m u n i c a t i o n s led you to m a k e public coniincnts. througJi the media,
about this issue (tlie (iOii;)?

Several events or developments led to my decision to make comments.
First and foremost, it became clear to me that the government, no doubt pressured by
developers, road construction designers, and possibly other interest groups, were using
"pseudoscientists" - so-called environmental consultants - to forego any detailed
environmental assessment o f the area targeted for road construction. These paid
consultants (several different companies since G E T S in the 1980s) were repeatedly
ignoring submissions from those opposed to the clearing of this land for road building,
while putting forward their own very cursory assessments, which argued that since they
had found no critically endangered species, there was no reason to stop the development
from occurring. On the one hand, the terms o f reference ignored any consideration of longterm sustainability o f the region as a habitat corridor, the impact o f road construction on
overall environmental and social objectives for the ACT, or even the cost in terms of
scientific and academic endeavours. Importantly, the consultants' basis for
recommendations was never subjected to peer review, which should involve independent
scrutiny o f their data, interpretation and conclusions. Peer review is valued as an important
process in science and other disciplines for safeguarding against fraud or misinterpretation.
This is often the only means to protect society against false claims, such as the
effectiveness and or safety o f pharmaceuticals, industrial practices and medical treatments.

Wlio was your target audience"?

In a situation where it becomes clear that the elected members o f the legislative assembly
are manipulating the planning process to favour development interests, the general public
needs to be informed. So in that sense, going to the media with a story, or becoming
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receptive to the media when asked for information, is a form of getting information out to
the public. Through pubUc pressure, I was hoping that a better debate could be achieved.

H o w closely related are y o u r public c o m m e n t s a b o u t Ihis issue and y o u r p u b l i s h e d
research'?

For many years, my involvement in this issue related more closely to one of my
professional outreach activities, an involvement in coordinating parkcare activities, using
my skills in plant systematics, natural history interpretation and ecological sampling, to
protect and document the biodiversity of the affected area, and other part of Canberra
Nature Park. More recently I became chief investigator on a strategic research project
whose origins arose in a pilot study that used unique features of terrestrial orchids found on
Black Mountain Reserve. The combination of the extraordinarily rich habitat in terms of
species diversity, and the proximity to several world-class research institutions augments
the value of this reserve system. In the case of the research endeavour I was leading, there
is potential to yield huge benefits to agricultural science. Other scientists working in the
area are contributing important new knowledge that is shaping our understanding of nature.
In the future, preserving biodiversity will be central to many important discoveries that will
have economic and social impact on human existence as well as our general knowledge
base. So, my public comments were partly inspired by a direct threat to future research
endeavors (not my own but future generations of scientists) by the construction of the
GDE, and in part a concern that none of these threats was being considered to be important
by the politicians, developers and bureaucrats controlling the proposal.

Did y o u r interaction with the m e d i a result in any c o m m e n t s fn>m your seicntific pcei's?

Scientists in general are pretty tight lipped about their work, even to the point of being
secretive. You don't speak out unless you have a high degree of confidence in what you
are saying. Given that we are also supported largely by the public purse, many scientists
are aware that they stand to lose their research funding if they make any false claims in
public. I think that my public comments convinced other scientists, who like me were
shocked by the ACT and Federal Government's reluctance to consider other viable options
to transport planning, to also go public. On the whole, my peers were very supportive.
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Do you have anv views on whether scientists should engage in public debates about
cnVironmenlal issucs'.^
There is no question that scientists and other academics have the analytical skills and
expert knowledge to be involved in the formation of policy on environmental issues. In the
case of the GDE, the blatant shutout of informed scientists in the debate necessitated media
attention. There is obvious benefit of making use of the skills of people already employed
in the public sector, yet independent of policy formation and implementation.
Unfortunately this doesn't seem to happen and so-called environmental consultants are
paid to provide information that all too often leads to approval of a development proposal.
In addition, when the ability of scientists to carry out the research projects they have
competed hard to obtain public funding for is threatened, they, like any citizen, have the
right to speak out.

Environmental issues affect everyone and affect the future so preventing the most
knowledgeable and affected individuals from participating in the debate seems ludicrous.

The political system is skewed if developers, who provide politicians with campaign funds,
are given a voice while scientists, who depend on public funds for their livelihood and
achievements, are denied a voice. A C T Planning Minister Simon Corbell's accusing some
of Australia's top scientists of "making up facts" underlines just how skewed the system
has become.
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INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
Interviewee: Allan Lohe
Interviewer: Anna-Lisa Hayes, A N U student - Masters of Scientific
Communication
Interview on 22 December 2004 by telephone. Transcribed from audio tape.
Coding
Normal text: words spoken by interviewee
Grayscale text: words spoken by interviewer

I have been intervie\\ ing a number of scientists who made coiTsinents about ihe
Guiigahlisi Dri ve I 'xteiision, and also a journalist who works at The ( '(tnhen-a Times
who was iiivolved in the coverage of it, and then youi'sell'as representing the
eonsei'vation group Save the Ridge.

Did vou seek the involvement o]"a range of scientists lo get i n v o k e d in the (,JD1:: and
Save the Ridge issue or were tliev sell-motivated to become involved','
They were all self-motivated.

In your view, did the involvement of seientisis have an effect on the way Save the Ridge
operated in achieving objectives along the way?
Oh I think it did but only in the sense that these were highly educated people. Their
scientific training quite largely was not involved or was not what's the word an issue
because quite often they had scientific training in different areas. What I am saying is
that we benefited from their education but it could have been a bunch of lawyers or
doctors or whoever you want to name.

Some of them made expert comments didn't they?
Some of them not all of them are like that. Some of them are experts absolutely but not
all of them.

And did you get any feedback al-'oiii tlie involvement of scieniisis from tlie broader
community or oilier people involved in Save the l^idge?
I d o n ' t think so, I don't think that was an issue because everyone was focused on the
environment rather than the scientists and the people who were largely behind protests.
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I)o you think thai inedia interest in the issue was increased t>r did it ehaiigc at all wheii a
iiunilxT of high profile sciciuisls became involved?
Well first of all high profile scientists were involved almost from day one. It's not as if
they were recruited or b e c a m e involved part way through the campaign. T h a t ' s the first
point. The second point is that when it was realised, largely by Rosslyn Beeby, that
there were so m a n y scientists involved and taking active roles then yes that did help our
case because we had been painted as a bunch of greenies, environmentalists,
unemployed, you n a m e it, people w h o didn't really k n o w what they were talking about
and that argument put forward by the Labor party became very weak.

A n d what was the Government response? I k n o w there was a petition signed by 150
scientists or something. Did the AC']' Ciovenimeni formally respond to ihat'.^
I ' m not sure if they formally responded to that. That was a petition that was sent by an
A N U scientist, that w a s n ' t really Save the Ridge sponsored. So you would have to get
back to that particular person. I can look him up for you I have just forgotten his name
off the top of m y head.

W a s it (leotT Wasteneys?
N o it w a s n ' t G e o f f Wasteneys but maybe there was more than one petition - there were
certainly several petitions go through. The particular one that I remember where there
were about 150 scientists was one sent by an A N U guy I think his name was Ross [Rod
Peakall].. .oh I would have to look at my emails I think it was maybe a year ago he sent
that, but I d o n ' t think a week after he delivered that he had had no reply. Whether he got
a reply or not I d o n ' t really know. T h e important point is that the Labor Government
has consistently ignored us any petitions or anything that is formal like this they pretty
m u c h b l o w us off. They pretend that its... or they try to take as little notice of it as
possible.

Well ihey were really all the questions, as I ' m only focusing on a lew key points.

The

other thing I was going to ask you. would it be appropriate for me 1.0 interview you as
(Hie of the scientists w h o was involved"? With a dilTerent hat, on 1 suppose.
Oh sure it is, but just getting back to what I said earlier on a lot of these scientists are
not expert in environmental matters for example I ' m a molecular geneticist. I work on
plants and I d o n ' t work on orchids say in Black Mountain area or whatever you want to
name, I ' m really a bench biologist with no environmental training. And a number of us
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were like that, a good number of us were like that, including say Geoff Wasteneys or
David Bagnall or Greg Tanner, none of us had a strong environmental training although
some of us have since taken that up as an interest and that's why they were also
committed to the Ridge matter. In my case if you were to interview me there is not
much I could say. I obviously know the facts that other scientists have put up for
example the orchid data or other information on the native animals there - echidnas,
birds of prey these sorts of things - but it's not really my area of expertise.

Tin oiiiy looking at the c o i n n i u n i c a i i o n s side of it, so o n e of the things ! have been
a s k i n g s o m e o f the other scientists w e r e a b o u t their views on w h e t h e r scientists should
e n g a g e in t h e s e sorts of publ ic debates, lis s o m e i h i n g thai secins lo h a v e c h a n g e d o v e r
the last f e w d e c a d e s , in that ihe old scienliilc norm w a s lliai scientists only
c o n i n i u n i c a l e d via p u b l i s h e d p a p e r s in j o u r n a l s and t h a t ' s really c h a n g i n g n o w or has
changed.

Well that's an important point. I haven't thought that much about this. I think that
Rosslyn Beeby pointed this out at first that there was so many scientists involved but
whats really happening here is that you have a group of highly educated people who
have evaluated the situation for themselves as they normally would in their own
research or their own science, they have come to their own conclusion and they are
vocal enough or angry enough - whatever you like to say - to stand up and protest
whats going on. Now they have been ably supported by environmental people, scientists
who do know exactly whats going on. For example I myself was unable to make
arguments about the value of the bush that's being saved but once I could see what other
qualified people said about it, and I looked at it myself, it was easy to see that it was a
very important part of Canberra Nature Park. So I think many other scientists were in
the same boat as me, they are highly educated enough to be able to look at an issue and
evaluate it objectively and to make a logical conclusion and that's what many of us did.

Do y o u think there is still a sense o f m i s t r u s t wilhin universities a n d other a c a d e m i c
institutions a b o u t e n g a g i n g in the media and d e b a t e s that do a p p e a r in n e w s p a p e r s etc
and that it s o m e h o w might atTect o n e ' s a c a d e m i c s t a n d i n g ? O r d o you think that really
is an old t i m e v i e w ?

No no that's not old time at all, that's current, absolutely current. For example at
CSIRO where I work and several other Save the Ridge people also work we were told
that we could not mention CSIRO as being our employer. And the reason was very
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simple, the admin people said to us that if you are a high profile person identified as a
C S I R O scientist that is opposing something the government is doing, it doesn't matter
which government, that could jeopardise our fiinding. And they get fiinding fi-om the
government. C S I R O depends almost totally well 70%, or 60% in the case of our
Division, on Government funds, the other 30-40% comes from the private sector. So
they are very sensitive to having academic institutions identified with these scientists
who are protesting. N o w A N U might be a little different but in C S I R O ' s case we were
specifically told we should not identify ourselves as CSIRO scientists.

AntI that was probably compounded by then Jon Stanhope's criticism of CSIRO as an
oi-gaiiisation, wliich \ read about as well.
Well I d o n ' t know what he said about C S I R O as an organisation but what he did say is
that he complained that C S I R O scientists were hardly the people to complain because
some of the best parts of Black Mountain have been taken by CSIRO for their
institutions. N o w that really rankles with us because for goodness sake we weren't the
people to identify sites for CSIRO institutions it was done in the 1920s when people had
no environmental understanding and its really a low blow or it angered us tremendously
anyway.

! have read extracts from the CSIRO Communication Guidelines - the official corporate
guidelines about engagement with the media etc - which do say that the organisation
supports people speakiiig as experts.
N o w that might be a slightly different matter but don't confuse the two. What they are
saying is that for people employed by CSIRO to speak as experts in their area of
expertise. So for example if you want someone on climate change and John Howard
says there is no climate change effects well then this person would be entitled to have a
say on that. N o w that's different from this situation.

OK. 1 think that's about all. Thank you so much for that Allan,
I hope it was useful and feel free to contact me if you need anything more.
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Appendix 4
Full Copies of Examples of Articles Featuring Scientists
Date
Newspaper
Page number
Newspaper section
Author
20 March 2004
The Canberra Times p. 7
Genera! News
Rosslyn Beeby

Headline

Copy source

Owls to fall prey to
new freeway

Media monitoring service
contracted by the Department
of the Environment and
Heritage (Media Monitors)

27 March 2004
The Canberra Times pp.
1&4
General News
Rosslyn Beeby and Scott
Hannaford

Scientists lash out at
ridge road

Media monitoring service
contracted by the Department
of the Environment and
Heritage (Media Monitors)

2 April 2004
The Canberra Times p. 2
General News
Rosslyn Beeby

Freeway threat to
avian kidnappers

Media monitoring service
contracted by the Department
of the Environment and
Heritage (Media Monitors)

17 April 2004
The Canberra Times p.
BIO
Saturday Forum
Rosslyn Beeby

Echidna's survival
being threatened

Media monitoring service
contracted by the Department
of the Environment and
Heritage (Rehame)

14 October 2004
The Canberra Times p. 3
General News
Rosslyn Beeby

Bulldozed trees
hundreds of years old

Direct photocopy
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MEDIA MONITORS
Phone: 02 6124 5200

Canberra Times Saturday 20/3/2004
General News Page 7
Circulation: 38,313
Size: 608.09 sq.cms.

Owls to fall prey to new freeway
By Rosslyn Beeby
Research, Conservation
and Science Reporter

For the past 12 years,
University of Canberra biologist Jerry Olsen heis been
studying the nesting, roosting and hunting habits of
southern boobook owls on

Black Mountain.
But when work begins on
Gungahlin Drive Extension in
the next few weeks, he will lose
the birds and trees that have
formed the focus of his internationally recognised
research.
Mature trees with hollows
where owls have nested for
over a decade will be felled to
build the new freeway. Dr
Olsen expects many fledglings
will be killed by traffic as they
leam to fly and forage.
Mature owls are likely to be
killed by other birds when they
try to establish new territories.
One owl that he has been
studying for 11 years — since it
was a fledgling — roosts in a
dead tree that has been
marked for removal.
"Yes, it's heartbreaking.

These forests are glorious and
should be treasured," he said.
After more than a decade of
surveying bird habitat in the
reserve, he is aware that the
ecology of the area is based on
the extraordinary proliferation
of tree hollows providing
homes and nests for sugar
ghders, parrots, cockatoos,
kookaburras and many other
bird species.
"There is a misperception
that if habitat is removed, the
birds can fly away and go
elsewhere. There is nowhere
else for them to go. These birds
nest in hollows — they are not
able to build stick nests."
One of his postgraduate
students, Esteban Fuentes. has
been radio-tracking raptors on
Black Mountain for two years
euid has counted eight nests
that will be destroyed. Both Dr
Olsen and Mr Fuentes are
concerned that when roadworks begin, the owls will be
killed when their roosting trees
are felled.
"When owls fly during the
day they are quiet disoriented.
They are dived by other birds

and can be taken by currawongs, which attack and peck
their eyes out," Dr Olsen says.
"These birds can't be translocated to some other spot. The
existing territories are full and
they would be driven out by
other owls. They will probably
become floaters — birds that
live out a , life between the
territories of other owls, just
locating food and surviving but
not being able to nest."
Mr Fuentes, whose research
is funded by Mexico's National
Council of Science and Technology, says the roadworks will
destroy established raptor
hunting areas. "It is chipping
away the heart of the liush
capital," he said.

A southern boobook owl
nesting in a tree yesterday.
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Or Jerry Olsen. left, and one of his poetgraduatd students, Esteban Fuenies. studying southern boobook owts at Black Mourrta/n. Mature trees with hoflows where
owl« have nested for over a decade will be felled to bulW tne new Qungahlin Drive Extension.
Ptetw*: tnCHAM WMMS
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Scientists
lash out at
ridge road
By Rosslyn Beeby
and Scott Hannaford
The controversial Gungalilin Drive Extension
will destroy one of Australia's best ecological
research sites and jeopardise a $1.5 mi lion
research project, according to a leading Australian
scientist.
The head of the ANU
School of Botany
and
Zoology, Professor Andrew
Cockbum, said Black Mountain was a "biodiversity hotspot". It had an extraordinary diversity of mamnnal,
bird and animal species and
was used by the largest
ecological research group in
the southern hemisphere.
The latest opposition to the
building of the road comes as
the ACT'S Commissioner for
the Environment has been
asked to investigate a formal
complaint against the ACT
Government concerning the
proposed $71 million freeway.
Commissioner Dr Joe Baker
said he could not reveal details
of the complaint and was in the
process of
determining
whether it warranted further
action.
It was also revealed in a
report made public yesterday
that a senior ACT Government
environmental adviser found a

number of flaws and omissions
in the preliminary assessment
of the road extension in 1997.
The report into the preliminary assessment of the road, at
the time known as the John
Dedman Parkway, was written
by Environment ACT's wildlife
research and monitoring manager David Shorthouse. The
report was obtained by the
Save the Ridge group using
freedom of information laws.
Mr Shorthouse's report
contains five pages of environmental issues which the preliminary assessment had not
adequately addressed, including the effect the road would
have on endangered species.
"The [preliminary assessment] inadequately addresses
the impact of the roads on
declared endangered communities and threatened
.species. There is no detail in
the [preliminary assessment]
on how impacts to the communities and species will be
minimised or avoided," Mr
Shorthouse's report said.
Construction work on the
road, the biggest road project
being undertaken by the ACT
G o v e r n m e n t , started on
Monday and was stopped by
protests and court action by
Save the Ridge.
ACT Supreme Court Justice
Ken Crispin ordered an injunction preventing further earth-

works and tree-felling until he
considers the group's claim
that the work Is unlawful. The
decision is expected next week.
Save the Ridge activists are
plamung to continue their
resistance to the road today by
replanting trees on a 200m
section of O'Connor Ridge
which was cleared this week
before work was halted.
The proposed 9km dual
carriageway, expected to carry
30,000 vehicles a day, would
link the Tuggeranong Parkway
with Gungahlin Drive at the
Barton Highway, cutting a path
through the Canberra Nature
Reserve which includes the
O'Connor and Bruce ridges.
The ridges form part of the
saddle to Black Mountain.
Professor Cockburn and ANU
botanist Dr Rod Peakall are
among a group of high-profile
scientists who are opposed to
the freeway.
Dr Peakall, who is using
Black Mountain to study orchid
pollination, described the road
as urjvistified and unnecessary. He said that {ilthough
orchid research on Black
Mountain had gained international recognition, the ACT
Government had not consulted
scientists about the impact of
the road on their research.
"There has been no attention
to environmental or scientific
values," said Professor CockRef: 112266;
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burn, w h o w a s recently
awarded a $1.5 million Federal
Government research grant to
continue his internationally
acknowledged research into
bird breeding behaviour. He
said that if the freeway was
built, his research site — and
the continuity of his research
— would be destroyed.
" W e will probably be able to
continue some of our work
elsewhere, but if the road is
built, it will seriously jeopardise the scope of our research
activities." he said.
" T h e route for this road has
been dictated by the position of
the Australian Institute of
Sport and the Government's
desire to protect the needs of
the sports community at the
expense of the environment.
"Black Mountain is one of
the greatest scientific laboratories in the world.

Continued on Page 4

Continued from Page 4
"It is at the front scale of
Australia's research and has produced any number of high-level
scientific studies that have gained
international recognition."
Professor Cockburn said a
sustainable transport alternative
was to make Caswell Drive and
Bindubi Street suitable for oneway troHic. "The need for a new
mad diNapp«4ars If that's done,"
he said. "All that's needed is a
new underpass or overpass and
there is then no need to destroy
one of the most biological diverse
nature reserves in the ACT."
ANU plant ecologist Jake Gillan
said the road would destroy
important remnant bushland.
"The ACT should be leading Australia in management and conservation of remnant bushland.
"Canberra should seek to be
justly proud of its epithet as the
bush capital because there is
bugger all remnant bush Inft in
Australia," he said.
'Che Conservation Council said
the Shorthouse report showed the
Government had been wrong to
claim all environmental concerns
had been dealt.

Council director Trish Harrup
said the Government now needed
to carry out a complete environmental impact study on the entire
route rather than patching
together several different reports
done at different times on different routes.
A spokesman f o r Urban
Services and acting Environment
Minister Bill Wood said Mr Shortliouse's concerns had been taken
on board and dealt with in further
studies in 2002 and 2<)()H.
"Mr Shorthouse is still a very
senior and respected expert at
F.nvironment ACT and his views
have been, and continue to be.
taken into account," Mr Wood's
spokesman said. He said when Mr
Shorthouse carried out subsequent reviews of the work in
2002 and 2003, he identified
significantly fewer environmental
issues than in his 1997 report.
"We are building a road. There
will naturally be some impact on
the environment . . . and while
decisions were not always on the
side of the environment, the
important issue is those factors
were properly assessed and taken
into account in the final plan," the
spokesman said.

There has been
no attention to
environmental or
scientific values"
rAndn fCocMiwii.
-Pirota
head of tha ANU School
of Botany Hid Zoology

Inside
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•Animal and plant species
under threat
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Freeway threat to avian kidnappers
A new scientific analysis
s h o w s that one of the
world's most famous bird
colonies. Black Mountain's
white-winged
choughs,
could be wiped out by the
Gungahlin Drive Extension.
A senior lecturer from the
ANU, Dr Rob Heinsohn,
made headlines around the
world in 1991 when he
published a scientific paper
showing that family groups
of choughs " k i d n a p p e d "
helpers from neighbouring
groups to help feed and
protect nestlings.
White-winged
choughs
live in family groups of up to
20. consisting of a breeding
pair and their offspring.
Dr Heinsohn began studying
Black
Mountain's
c h o u g h s in 1985 and
discovered the phenomenon
of
kidnapping
while
researching nesting and
breeding behaviour.
"Choughs
that
need
helpers will move in another
family group and use a
special display called a
wing-wave-tail-way
to

Grim future: choughs like these are facing extinction
shepherd young fledglings
away from their family
group," Dr Heinsohn said.
It is the only known
example of kidnapping in
the a n i m a l w o r l d and
" a m a z e d " Sir David Attenborough who came to Canberra to do the filming for
the television series Life of
Birds. However, computer
modelling of population

viability
for
Black
Mountain's choughs shows
they have a 56 per cent
chance of becoming extinct
within 50 years if the freeway is built. Although a
frequent sight in some areas
of Canberra, white-winged
choughs are a declining
species and large roads and
highways are "death traps"
for choughs. — Rosslyn Beeby
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Echidna's survival being threatened
Rosslyn Beeby reports on
the risk that the planet's
oldest surviving mammal, the
echidna, will become extinct.
OUTH Australian scientist Peggy
RismiUer has spent 16 years studying
echidnas and once descr&ed them as
the archetypal Australian — "solitary,
hard-working, nose to the ground,
doesn't bother other people and just gets on with
Although the echidna may be Australia's most
widely distributed native mammal, occurring
from the coastal rainforests to deserts, alpine
areas and suburbs, there is growing evidence
that numbers are declining.
Four years ago Dr RismUler discovered there
had never been a national echidna count and set
up an Australia-wide survey called Echidna
Watch to collect data on sightings.
After more than 6000 reports she began to
suspect echidnas were not as common as had
been thought and could be on the way to
becoming nationally endangered. The chief
cause of declining numbers was road kill —
about 22 per cent of sightings were of animals
killed while crossing roads.
Over four years, 1200 had died on roads in
Australia. The World Conservation Union lists
the echidna as "near-threatened" in its Red
Book. Australia has yet to list it as threatened
but, in the light of Dr Rismiller's research
findings, the South Australian Government is
reviewing its status.
Dr Rismiller, regarded as the world authority
on echidnas, has made two other discoveries
that have grave implications for the survival of
the species: echidnas do not mature sexually
until at least the age offive;and females produce
only a single young every three tofiveyears.

S

—Waving spent time researching echidna
populations in Canberra, ^ e is concerned that
the proposed Gungahlin Drive Extension wUl
increase road kill and made this view knovm to
the ACT Government some years ago.
"You don't have to be brilliant to figure out
that with that level of reproduction that the rate
of road kill is an enormous problem, and
building a major road right through the middle
of their habitat is going to put serious pressures
on Canberra's echidnas" she said.
"The road is definitely a serious threat."
She has written many articles on the topic and
argues that fragmentation and loss of habitat
makes the echidna especially vulnerable.
"If we keep habitats intact I think echidnas
will survive but we do need to be aware that we
could lose them," she said on the ABC's 7.30
Report in an interviewfiveyears ago. when the
echidna was selected as one of three animal
mascots for the Sydney Olympics.
The ei^faidna is also ^ e f a s ^ em^len^pf
CanberraNature Pajfl— onfritf onJj^ three areas
in Australia where the echidna has been
studied. CSIRO scientist Dr Mervyn GrifBlJis did
much of the early scientific work on echidna
em^yo development, basing his research on the
Black Mountain population.
Scientists opposed to the Gungahlin Drive
Extension claim that the proposed 9km freeway
linking the Barton Highway and Tuggeranong
Parkway have cited Dr Rismiller's research on
echidna populations in letters and e-mails to the
Government for the past four years.
"Claims by the Government that scientists
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have only just entered the debate are completely
wrong. We have been making representations
on this issue for years but the science has been
brushed aside," said Canberra Field Naturalists
founding member Philip Bell.
In August 2001, Mr Bell circulated an e-mail
to all members of the ACT^semljly, warning
that "new scientific evidence rules out a road
through Bruce/O'Connor Ridge on
environmental p-ounds, namely [that] it would
remove the critical habitat range for the echidna
population resident on the ridge".
He raised the issue also at a public- ,
coasultatton m^etinf on the GDE^t was told by
an Environment ACT official that research
showed Canberra's echidnas to be "shortrange" and able to survive in a 50ha range.
Recently. Mr Bell was jmgered when ACT
Planning Minister Simon Corbell told the.
Legislative Assembly that echidnas were "a
trivial issue in the GDE road debate" and wrote
to the minister.
"I am astonished to hear you state in the ACT
Assembly today that our national icon, the
echidna is 'a trivial issue in the GDE road
debate'.
"Any independent ecologist will tell you that
large scale land-clearing for the GDE in those
four nature reserves will severely (affect] the
creatures those reserves were set up to protect.
"Destroy the habitat, kiD the animal," he
wrote, but has not received a reply.
Dr Rismiller wrote to the National Capital
Authority in August 2001 expressing concern
that the GDE would affect echidna numbers.
"In our rapidly changing environment, intact
native habitat is a vital resource. The proposed
dissection of the Bruce/O'Connor Nature
Reserve by a roadway of any dimension would
negatively [afifect] the future and continued
existence not only of the short-beaked echidna
but of every living organism utilising that area,"
she wrote.
An e-mail exchange between Dr David
Shorthouse, of Environment ACT's wildlife
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research unit, and Paul Isaks. of ACT Planning
and Land Management, obtained by Save the
Ridge Inc under freedom-of-information laws
indicates that Dr Rismiller's concerns were
dismissed in July 2001.
In response to a query regarding the impact of
road kills, Dr Shorthouse acknowledged
echidnas had been recorded on Black Mountain
and Brice Ridge "but the assertion that the road
will destroy O'Connor/Bruce Ridge as echidna
habitat is not supported by any factual evidence
for this area".
Recently, Dr Rismiller wrote to Simon Corbell,
expressing concern that any species could be
dismissed as trivial.
"As a scientist Ifindit a strange concept that
any species could be considered a trivial issue,"
she wrote. "The hills and ridges of Canberra and
the associated regional reserves are part of the
cityscape. They should be considered a regional
resource. They are the working resource
capital. Local and regional resource capital
must be kept intact.
"Echidnas are a key indicator and an icon
species in Australian habitats. What happens to
them filters through to other species including
humans. Fragmentation of resources is a
euphemism for disaster.
' "To paraphrase Colin Thiele, the much-loved
Australian author, the hills and ridges are
essentially wilderness and as such [are] part of
the geography of hope."
However, ACT Chief Minister Jon Stanhope
told the ACT Legislative Assembly recently he
was not prepared to cancel "contracts worth
millions of dollars" to halt the road.
"Certainly there will be environmental
impacts. Some of them will be hard and
wrenching," he sjiid. "We have made the
decision. There will be a very sigmficant scar, a
new scar in the landscape. A significant number
of trees, thousands of trees will be felled and
destroyed. There will be an impact on habitat.
There will be an impact on the natural
environment. We know that."
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ECHIDNA FACTS
Q they date back 120 million yeans and are the
oldest surviving mammal on the planet;
• they are miik-producing but lay eggs;
• females breed every three years;
• ttiey are solitary animals, usually active during
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the day;
• they can range over an area of 200ha;
• their greatest threat to survival is road kill;
• Car^fjerra, nbrthem OuewHslandand
Kangaroo Island are tf» only thred places in
Australia where echidnas have been studied

Or Peggy Rl»miller
obswveaanschKjna's
activittasstcloM
range ae part of her
rsaaarch Snesays
ir>eyare"aolitary,
hanl-wofWng. no6«.t&
the-ground", don't
bother other peopis
ar)d just gal on with It.
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Bulldozed trees hundreds of years old
By Rosslyn Bceby
Researcli. Consc-rvation
AntI Science Reporter

RINGS DON'T LIE: Dr Bn-rldan Mackey and Matt Bl ockhouse with GDE casualties,
a 260-year-old yellow box, l e a and a l20-yeai--old scribbly gum.

A s t u d y by o n e of Australia's l e a d i n g
forest ecologists s h o w s m a n y of the
trees b u l l d o z e d to build t h e c o n t r u vorsial Guu^alilin Drive I-.xtension
were h u n d r e d s of years old.
D e f e n d i n g its decision t(i build the
road t h r o u g h liruce Ridge o n Black
M o u n t a i n , ACT G m e m m e n t ofllcials
had jireviously c l a i m e d t h e ^irea w a s
mostly 40-year r e g r o w t h .
ACT U r b a n Ser^ic^•.s Minister Bill
Wood said y e s t e r d a y that extensive
surveys h a d b e e n CDilducted to
identify .slgnificiUit trees in t h e (iDE
area, a n d w h e r e possible treH;s were
being protected.
But Reader in l a n d s c a p e ecology at
t h e Australi.m N a t i o n a l University Dr
B r e n d a n M a c k e y said
tree-ring
c o u n t s f r o m s a m p l e s collected f r o m
the UiJI'. site b e t w e e n t l i n n i n d e r r a
Drive a n d B e l c o n n e n Way s h o w e d

s o m e of the felled trees, such us
yellow box, were b e t w e e n 347 t o 375
years old.
" I h e y p r e - d a t e lUitopean .settle
m e n t , ' he said.
T h e discover! e m e r g e d in r e c e n t
weeks .ifter s u b c o n t r a c t o r s .iski'd
ANU l o r e s t r j r e s e a r c h e r
Matt
Brookhouse to establish the age ol
scarred trees at the t ; D F site.
Dr M.ickey and Mr B r o o k h o u s e
collected several s a m p l e s f r o m t h e
t;Di; site a n d also i n s p e c t e d t h e
d i a m e t e r of trees in bulldozed v\'indrows.
Developing age profiles f r o m treering l o u n t s , they established th.it
tree ages ranged Irimi
to .17.'") years,
widi an .average e s t i m a t e d age of 24()
years. Dr Mackey, a m e m b e r of t h e
IUC:N (World Coilsen-ation U n i o n !
E n v i r o n m e n t a l Law C o m m i s s i o n ,
said tlie discovery of m a t u r e w o o d land trees o n t h e GDE site raised
•serious c o n c e r n s a b o u t .\t:T Crijvernment planning procedures
and

intnental i m p a c t a.ssessmi It.
"It certainly p o i n t s to a Liilun of
a n n i n g p r o c e s s . If thi- t.ovc
m e n t m a d e a p ilitical decision to go
road despite the
a h e a d with Ih
alues of t h e a r e a ,
emironmental
t h e n t h e p u b l i d e s e r v e d to k n o w
exactly w h a t v s b e i n g t r a d e d to
bi
Austr.-ilian C o n s e r v a t i o n
Found a t i o n executive d i r e c t o r D o n H e n r y
cjueslioned t h e AI:T C o v e r n i n e n t ' s
u n d e r s t a n d i n g ol
environmental
decision-making processes.
ACF strongly believes t h a t t h e
b u s h l a n d in q u e s t i o n s h o u l d n e v e r
h a v e b e e n cleared. W e believe t h e r e
s h o u l d h a v e b e e n a n a t t e m p t to
arrive at a m o r e i n n o v a t i v e s o l u t i o n
to the t r a n s p o r t p r o b l e m s a f f e c t i n g
C a n b e r r a s o u t e r s u b u r b s , ' h e said.
I'he C u n g a h l i i i Drive llxtension,
w h i c h will c o n n e c t t h e l u g g e r a n o l i g
Parkway at t h e Gli^nloch I n t e r c h a n g e
Willi ( . u n g a h l i n Drive at tfie Barton
1 ligliway, is c u r r e n t l y s u b j e c t to c o u r t
the I

action to d e t e i n i i n e it it is s u b j e c t t o
f e d e r a l e n v i r o n m e n t a n d biodiversity p r o t e c n o n laws.
.Af.T U r b a n Serx'ices Minister Bill
W o o d said the p r e l i m i n a r y assessm e n t lor t h e C,Di; h a d r e l e r r e d l o a
few old r e m n a m w o o d l a n d t r e e s "
n e a r t h e Australi.m I n s t i t u t e ol S|ioi t.
a n d also m e n t i o n e d o p e n lorest
d o m i n a t e d by scribbly g u m a m i red
stringybark.
"Tlie O d v e r n m e n l is d o i n g all it
ciui t o e n s t n e t h a t c o n s t r u c t i o n ol
this i m p o r t a n t r o a d is u n d e r t a k e n
with as nitich e n v i r o n m e n t a l sensitivity a s p o s s i b l e . " h e said.
S p o k e s m a n for p r o t e s t g r o u p Save
t h e Ridge, scientist Dr ,\llan Lobe,
said Dr M a c k e j ' s l i n d i n g s s h o w e d
the Covernnient had not conducted
a p r o p e r e n v i r o m n e n t a l survey ol t h e
area
"Anyone who has walked
t h r o u g h that a r e a k n o w s it is not
t r a s h b u s h l a n d or r e g r o w t h . II is
pretty clear t h a t t h e r e .ire i m p o r t a n t
h a b i t a t trees t h e r e for wildlife."

Brigades in NSW battle dozens of fires as mercury soars
H r e t h r e a t e n e d h u n d r e d s of h o m e s
a n d 50 p e o p l e w e r e e v a c u a t e d In
N o w r a y e s t e r d a y a s d o z e n s iif fires
b r o k e out a r o u n d NSW . u n l d s o a r i n g
t e m p e r a t u r e s and dry conditions
About 2f) s[iot fires r a g e d f r o m t h e
NSW s o u t h coast a n d n o r t h t o t h e
HuntetValley.
T h e worst of t h e m e n c r o a c h e d o n
t h e o u t s k i r t s ol several rural
l i r o p e r t i e s a n d h u n d r e d s of h o m e s in
s u b u r b a n North Nowra |irompting
t h e e v a c u a t i o n of 50 p e o p l e .
1 w o s h e d s w e r e d e s t r o y e d in t h e
N o r t h N o w r a b l a z e a n d a b o u t 2(10
h e c t a r e s of bushl.and w a s b u r n t o u t .
A b o u t 100 firefigliters f r o m t h e
NSW Fire Brigades a n d Rural 1 ire
Service w e r e w o r k i n g i n t o t h e night
to c o n t r o l t h e flames w ith t h e h e l p of
diree helicopters.
A n o t h e r s e r i o u s fire, at Morisset
ne;u- N e w c a s t l e n o r t h of Sydney,
c l a i m e d 100 h e c t a r e s of b u s h l a n d
a n d t h r e a t e n e d t h e m a i n SydneyN e w c a s d e c o m m u t e r rail line, w h i c h
w a s closed brielly.
1 h e m e r c u r j ' hit a r e c o r d 38.2
degree-, at S y d n e y s O b s e r i atoiy Hill,
m a k i n g it t h e city 's h o t t e s t O c t o b e r
d a y s i n c e r e c o r d s b e g a n a century
a n d a half ago.
T h e m o n t h s p r e v i o u s h o t t e s t day
w a s m o r e t h a n six d e c a d e s a g o —
O c t o b e r 4, 1942
when the
t e m p e r a t u r e in S y d n e y s CBD p e a k e d

st.-f

Petrol a tad
cheaper
because of
competition
By John Thistleton

C o m p e t i t i o n for i h e m o t o r i s t
dollar w a s k e e p i n g t h e |)rice (
p e t r o l in C a n b e r r a b e l o w w h o l i
th
the chaiima
sale pric.
1, AC
M o t o r Traders Associ;
I'et.
Service S t a t i o n Divis
l aylor. said y e s t e r d a y .
1 $1.0
t h e w •h o l•e s a l•e• p i l e a n d m o s t service s t a t i o n s v\ei
r e t a i l i n g for b e t w e e n $1.03 ,in
Sl.O.'-..
Wliile C a n b e r r a ' s c o m p e t i t i v
m a r k e t w a s c o n t a i n i n g lost.s. o
c o m p a n i e s w o u l d r e s p o n d l o tr
h i g h e r w o r l d b a r r e l jirice, l o r c i r
u p prices, M r T a y l o r said.
I h e A C r nm,s in c o i n p e - ' "
c v c l e s for o n jiay week a n d ol
in d
p a y w e e k s , .tnd t h e pric
. Mo
h a n d s of t h e oil c o m p a
nf t h e s e r \ i c e s t a t i o n s a r e (
company-operated."
S e n i c e s t a t i o n d e a l e r s , wl
p a i d ca.sli o n delivuiy lor t h e i r fiu
w e r e lol ling t h e p i n c h a s wi ll .
motorists.
'Yes, it i m p a c t s o n s.ilcs.
d e p r e s s e s s a l e s for a while. In tl
w o r k s h o p s i d e of t h e i n d u s t r
c o n s u m e r s a r e l o o k i n g lor m o
fuel e f f i c i e n c y a n d a r e a s k i n g ii
tune ups.
"Once, safety and perforniam
were t h e only i oncerns.
"These
increases are
ti.
w e l c o m e d b y t h e s e r v i c e stalii
operators.
•The F e d e r a l C o v e r n i n e n t
c r e a m i n g off a b o u t 40 p e r c e n t ai
e v e n b e f o r e t h e e l e c t i o n , w h e n yc
would expect him to b e m o
flexible, t h e P r i m e M i n i s t e r sal
w e will k e e p t h e excise d u t y ' .
" H e is very unlikely to cliaiij
h i s m i n d n o w . T h e oil c o n i p a n i
will d o n o t h i n g , e i t h e r . "
Mr
Taylor
said
1e ai
replacement petrol would I
u n a v a i l a b l e b y C h r i s t m . i s , whii
m e a n t o w n e r s of [ire-14116 ca
w o u l d h a v e t o s p e n d .'"ic or (ic a lit
m o r e lor p r e m i u m p e t l o l . p l u s
valve-seat recession additive.
M e a n w h i l e , c r u d e oil f i i t u r
r e t r e a t e d f r o m r e c o r d levels
m o r e t h a n SUS34 a b a r r e l in eai
Asian t r a d e y e s t e r d a y , a s t r a d t
n e rVo u s 1y
in o n i t o r t
d e v e l o p m e n t s in strike hit Nigel
a n d r e c o v e r ) c l f o r t s in t h e Gulf
Mexico.
C r u d e for N o v e m b e r delivers .
the
New
Voik
Mercanii
Hxchaiige fell llic f r o m Its o \ i
night s e l l l u n i e n . lo SU.S.'T2.3.'> mi
n i o r n i n s in As,a.
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Gungahlin being
held to ransom
IT IS ASTONISHING that
many of the scientists
claiming that the GDE (CT
Formn, April 24) would have
a severe impact on local
wildlife and flora when the
very buildings in which they
perform their research sit
alongside Black Mountain.
These areas were once
pristine wilderness areas,
and the development of the
AND and CSIRO over many
decades has surely
contributed to the extinction
of many plant and animal
species, more so than a few
metres of corridor spaces will
likely contribute.
Why is the economic wellbeing of Gungahlin residents
bemg held to ransom by minority groups such as these
scientists who have come
a c r o s s as being selfinterested, self-serving and
self-preserving? What roads
do these people travel to get
to their place of work? How
many of them travel along
congested Gungahlin roads?
ROBIN PARISOTTG
Chisholm
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